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London Spiritualist Alliance, Ltd. ,
The British College of Psychic Science,
TEL. ] 59, HOLLAND PARK, LONDON, W. 11. [ PARK 4709

6, QUEEN SQUARE, SOUTHAMPTON ROW, W.O. 1 .
Hon. Principal J. HEWAT MOKENZIE.

TELEPHONE : MUSEUM 5106 .

Half-Yearly Fee, from January to July.

MEETINGS FOR JANUARY .
New Members especially encouraged to enrol NOW.

Wednesday, January 26th, at 8 p.m.-A PUBLIC LECTUKE BY

FRIDAY , JANUARY 21st and 28th , at 3 p.m.
DR.

ELLIST POWELL on "The Light which Psychic Science throws

Conversational Gathering. At 4 p.m., “Talks with a upon the Creeds and Sacraments. Non-Members, 1s .

Mondays, at 8 p.m.- Discussion Class “ Problems of Psychic

Spirit Control.” Medium, Mrs. M. H. Wallis . Science." Leader, J. HEWAT MCKENZIE (THE PRINCIPAL) .

TUESDAY, JANUARY 25th, at 3.30 p.m. Thursday, at 3.30 p.m.- CLASSES BY MRS. FLORENCE EVERETT

on" The Study of Spiritual Laws" (as illustrated by Emerson and

Clairvoyant Descriptions by Miss V. Ortner. the poets) . Free discussion invited- of special interest to psychic

students and inquirers. Free to members and friends. Other

THURSDAY, JANUARY 27th, at 7.30 p.m. visitors, ls.

Clairvoyant Descriptions by Mr. Vout Peters. Classes in Psychic Development Photography, Kealing & Concer.tration .

Public Clairvoyance - Tuesday, Jan. 25th, at 3.30 p.m.-MR. A. WHYMAN,
of Hanley (special visit ).

SPECIAL NOTICE .-Admission to the Tuesday and Thursday Friday, Jan. 28th , at 8 p ,m.

Séance is confined to Members . To all other meetings Asso Tuesday, Feb. 1st,at 3.30 p.m.- MŘS. MARRIOTT.

ciates are admitted without charge, and visitors on payment of New Syllabus on application to Hon . Sec. (Postage 1d . )

one shilling ( except when clairvoyance is given ). At the
MR. W. S. HENDRY,

Friday meetings, tea and biscuits are provided at 3.30 p.m. , Healer and Instructor at the British College, 59, Holland Park , W.11 .

at a moderáte charge. Vital Magnetic and Mental Healing. Practical Instruction , Class or

Individual. Correspondence Courses.
SUBSCRIPTIONS FOR 1921 ARE NOW DUE.

Apply to Hon . Sec.

Marylebone Spiritualist Association, Ltd. PRACTICAL PSYCHOLOGY
STEINWAY HALL, LOWER SEYMOUR STREET, W. 1 .

and Psycho-Therapy (Drugless Mental Healing)
SUNDAY EVENING NEXT, AT 6.30, MR. ROBERT KING .

January 30th , Mrs. E. A. Cannock . Mr. C. G. SANDER, F.R.P.8. ,

Welcome to all . Admission free . Collection , will give a atcourse of EDUCATIONAL LECTURES

Steinway Hall is within two minutes' walk of Selfridge's, Oxford St. THE CENTRE FOR PROGRESS,
Spiritualists and inquirers are invited to join the Association . 22, Linden Gardens, Notting Hill Gate, W.2 ,

The London Spiritual Mission,
Every Tuesday Evening at 8.15 ; and at

THE W. T. STEAD BUREAU ,13 , Pembridge Place, Bayswater, w ,

80å, Baker Street, W.,
SUNDAY, JANUARY 23RD

Every Wednesday afternoon at 3.
At 11.a.m.

MR. PERCY STREET. SUBJECTS OF LECTURES : January 25th and 26tlı-“The Four Cosmic
At 6.30 p.m.

MR. PERCY STREET, Elements (Love,Mind, Life and Matter).” February 1st and 2nd
WEDNESDAY, JAN . 26TH , AT 7.30 P.M.

MR: ROBERT KING.
Reincarnation ."

Silver Collection.

The " W. T. Stead " Library and Bureau, Mental and Magnetic Healing : Classes now heing formed . Evenings :
Wednesdays, at 8.15 . Afternoon : Thursdays at 5, at 22, Linden -gardens,

80a , Baker Street, W.
W.2. Fee: 1 guinea for six classes . Students should enrol at once.

PSYCHO- THERAPY (Drugless Mental Healing )
READING ROOM AND RESTAURANT OPEN DAILY.

Tel . No.1 BOOKLET (7.) POST FREE FROM (Western 64.

TUESDAY ,JAN.25TH , AT 7 P.M. C. G. SANDER. 4, Knaresborough Place, London, S.W. 5.
MR. VOUT PETERS.

THURSDAY, JAN . 27TH, AT 3.30 P.M. MRS . ANNIE BRITTAIN . SUNDAY AFTERNOON LECTURES

Free Healing, Wednesday, 7 to 8.30 (by appointment ), Mrs. Seyforth . On the HIGHER ASPECTS OF SPIRITUALISM .”

Non -Members not admitted until 3.15 and 6.45 p.m. 22 , Princes Street, Cavendish Square, W. London Academy of Music .

Members Free. Visitors lo
By J. HAROLD CARPENTER.

January 23rd, at 3.15 p.m, : Medlumship " -Part III.

The “ W. T. Stead ” Library and Bureau , At the close of each lecture, pot longer than 45 minutes in duration, a

short devotional meeting is held for those desirous of obtaining contact
80a, Baker Street, W.

with or help from the Spiritual Spheres.
On FRIDAY, January 28th, at 8 o'clock, Doors closed at 3.20. Admission free : silver collection .

A Mother, at the request of her Spirit Sons, will tell how they got
into direct communication with her, and read some of the inessages they THE ROSICRUCIANS : THEIR RITES

are sending and have sent since Peace Day.
AND MYSTERIES.

During the evening MARGARET CHANDLER will sing “ There is no

Death ." By HARGRAVE JENNINGS.

Mothers are specially invited but all are welcome. Admission free .

A limited reprint of this scarce work now ready. Can supply

for 128. 6d., postage 1s. Immediate application advisable.
Wimbledon Spiritualist Mission.

Mention Offer 228.
At QUEEN'S CINEMA, Worple Road (2 minutes from Station ) .

SUNDAY EVENING, JAN. 23RD. AT 6.30 P.M. .. MRS. WORTHINGTON . on OCCULT SUBJECTS,

Second-Hand, sent on approval.
All other meetingsat Broadway Hall (through passage between 4 and 5,

Department, in charge of an expert, for worksThe Broadway, nearly opposite station ):

on Spiritualism , Occultism ,Mysticism ,Psychology, Higher Thought,SUNDAY, JAN , 23RD , AT 11 A.M.
MRS. BEAUMONT-SIGALL.

WEDNESDAY, JAN, 26TH, AT 7.30 P.M. &c. * Books on every other conceivable subject. Send for Cata
Meeting for Members

and Associates only.
logue No. 228, mentioning wants or interests.

FRIDAY, JAN. 28TH , AT 7.30 P.M., Lecture by MR. W.S. HENDRY on

Borks bought ; best prices.“ Mental Healing." Tickets, 1s. each .

FOYLE, 121-5, Chariog Cross Road, London.

Brighton Spiritualist Brotherhood,
THE UNIVERSAL

Old Steine Hall, 52a, Old Steine, Brighton .

BADGE OF SPIRITUALISM (Reg.)

SERVICES – Sunday , 11.30and ? p.m.; Monday and Thursdays, 7.15 p.m .; BROOCH OR PENDANT
Tuesday, 3 p.m. A hearty welcome at all meetings .3

Blue Enamel Star with pierced Cross in
SUNDAY, 11.30 a.m atre, open set in metal Circle. Oxydised,

7 p.m.

MONDAY & TUESDAY
MRS. ALICE JAMRACH, S.N.U.

3 /-; Copper, 5/6 ; Gold, 36/- .

MRS. MONTGOMERY IRVINEWorthing Branch - West Street Hall, Worthing, every Sunday, 6.

Wednesday, 3 and 6 . 115, Ladbroke Grove, London, W.11.

Delphic Club, 22a, Regent Street, S.W.1. Gladola Restaurant

Tuesday, January 25th , at 5 p.m., DR. STENSON HOOKER , “ The (Marigold, Ltd. ), 44, South Molton St. ,W.1.
Reconstructors of the World ."

(Close to Bond Street Tube Station ).
Friday, Jan. 28tlı, MADAME MUNRO.

For particulars of membership apply the Secretary . Moderate prices. Excellent Cooking .

Visitors are admitted by invitation of a Member.

Open on Sunday from 12.45 to 9 p.m.
Members' Subscription : Entrance, 2 guincas ; Town, 3 guineas ;

Country, 2 guineas .

Rooms to Let for Meetings, Sunday Services, Com Lecturesat 153, Brompton Road, S.W.
25th at 8 pm . , Rev W. Muirhead Hope on

mittees, & c., at the Marylebone, Clapton and Seven Kings branches Guild of Health ." Lectures on

of the Metropolitan Academy of Music. - Apply Director'sOffice, 63 ,
Secret Societies of All Ages,,

Fridays, 3.30p.m. Jan. 28th , Miss C.E. Woods on " The Gnostics."
Fairlop Road , Leytonstone, E.11 .

Admission Free .
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" LIGHT ! MORE Light ! ” - Goethe. “ WHATSOEVER DOTH MAKE MANIFEST IS LIGHT !” — Paul.
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What “ Light ” Stands For. changes of fortune as the rest of us . Thus, of Mr. Jacob

we are told that, at one time a wealthy dealer in jewels ,
he fell in his later years into comparative poverty ,

* * *

" LIGHT" proclaims a belief in the existence and life

of the spirit apart from , and independent of, the

material organism , and in the reality and value of in

telligent intercourse between spirits embodied and

spirits discarnate . This position it firmly and consis

tently maintains. Its columns are open to a full and

free discussion - conducted in the spirit of honest, cour

teons, and reverent inquiry - its only aim being, in the

words of itsmotto. " Light ! More Light !”

NOTES BY THE WAY.

.

The death last week of Mr. Jacob , of Simla - the

original of “ Mr. Isaacs” of the well-known novel of

Marion Crawford - has resulted in the appearance of

several contradictory accounts ofhim in the newspapers .

in one article he was described as an Armenian, in

another as a Chaldean , and one evening newspaper in

a distant allusion to his wonder-working powers des

cribes him as having been a Spiritualist, which might

mean anything or nothing. A Spiritualist does not

necessarily possess supernormal powers ; nor is a person

gifted with such powers necessarily a Spiritualist.

Those who knew Mr. Jacob , as he was commonly

called-- his full name was Jacob Saboundji - generally

agree in crediting him with occult gifts. He is said to

I have been able to render himself invisible , or to levitate

himself, at will, to move objects at a distance , to cause

fruit to grow on a walking-stick - in short , a whole cata

logue of marvels far beyond the stories told of him in

Marion Crawford's novel . He is even credited with that

power over fire which has been exhibited from time to

time through the best mediums . It is said of him that

he could plunge his bare hands into a furnace , or handle

red hot coals without injury.

Some years ago we sat in court watching the trial of

a case in which one of the leading counsel was absent ,

being " detained in another Court ." In the meantime

his junior took up the work of examining the witnesses.

After the business had proceeded for a considerable

time, the absent K.C. arrived on the scene and, know

ing nothing of what had gone before , began to take up

matters which had already been settled before his

arrival . The judge was naturally indignant. " Mr.

" he said, " all this has been gone into already, as

you would have known if you had been here when the

case started. You are wasting the time of the court.

We recalled this experience when reading the “ Daily
Mail" on the subject of Lady Glenconner's book , which

it discusses in a leader in which we are solemnly in
formed that these questions of spirit messages require

careful verification . We are further told that “ if truth

is seeking a new outlet, no channel will be stopped . But

it must bring proof to convince the most sceptical.
1. "

Now , this is wondrous strange. It is only a few years

ago that the “ Daily Mail, ” with ignorant and senseless

fury, was attacking the whole subject of Spiritualism

and everybody and everything connected with it . Now ,

with an amusingly patronising air, it condescends to

consider the matter and tells the world of the need of

verification . The “ Daily Mail” is “ wasting the time of

the court." Most of the work has been done already,

while its attention was otherwise engaged . •Must the

procession halt until the " Daily Mail " can catch up

with it ? We think not .

* * * *

* * * *

These powers , when exercised by incarnate persons,

in themselves are even rarer than the physical phe

nomena obtained through mediums. But of their reality

we have no doubt. They belong to the forces of the

soul, whether incarnate or discarnate . The incredulity

of the average person who has gone through life with

out observing anything that did not seem quite common

place is quite excusable. The man who possesses occult

powers in himself can rarely be persuaded to exhibit

them to all and sundry. That may be because he has

advanced beyond the stage of desiring to " show off" —

he has outgrown self-conceit . Of 'an Indian prince we

were told by one of his friends that he could rise into

the air at will , but could never be induced to give a

demonstration of his gift except to a few very intimatea

friends, of whom the narrator claimed to be one . Even

then we are left to wonder whether the " magical

power " is always at the disposal of its possessor, or

whether, as in the case of the medium , it is something
that comes and goes. It is certain , however, that such

men, however highly gifted , may be subject to the same

Mr. J.J. Ogilvie sends us a long letter on the subject

of the late Dr. Crawford's " Reality of Psychic Phe

nomena , " suggesting a number of other experiments

which the doctor might have made to verify the reality

of the various manifestations. Curiously enough all, or

very nearly all , of those experiments were actually

made by Dr. Crawford, and a full description of them

is given in his last book, which we recentlysaw through

the Press, and which is expected to be ready in a very

short time. It may possibly make its appearance be

fore these lines appear. It is a remarkable record of

experiments made with the most meticulous care, and

illustrated with photographs and diagrams, covering

practically every detail of the phenomena produced.

.

)

5

MAGIC AND MR. EDWARD CLODD .-- In the " Outlook " re

cently Mr. Edward Clodd was described as “ the last of the

old rationalists, ” and it is further mentioned that “ if he

can bring in a word of ridicule against the Cņurch he does

so on the least provocation ." The allusions are contained

in a notice of his book, " Magic in Names,' and the reviewer

remarlrs that there may be some psychological basis for the

idea of name -magic, citing the well-known case of Tenny

son who said that if he repeated his name two or three

times slowly at regular intervals he was aware of a different

state of consciousness : the experience is common to a good

many mystics and others. Yes , there is a good deal in the

magic of names which is altogether outside the ambit of

the materialist,

" Ilight ” can be obtained at all Bookstalls

and rewsagents,
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AN UNREMOTE HEAVEN.

THE TESTIMONY OF AN OLD)-TIME SAINT .

.

It would be a blessed and happy thing if all modern

Christians held the sensible convictions regarding their

friends in the after - life which are expressed in the follow

ing letter written bySaint Bernard (1091-1153) on the death

of Saint Victor , We quote it from “Selections from St.

Bernard,” translated by Horace Grimley (Cambridge Uni

versity Press, 1910 ) : -

" The veteran soldier resteth now in due sweetness and

security ; secure indeed as to himself, but anxious for us .

For not even with the decaying flesh could he at the same

time put off the bowels of kindness , and he doth not so clothe

himself with the state of glory as that he should at the same

time clothe himself with forgetfulness of our misery and of

his own tender mercy. It is not a land of forgetfulness, that

which the soul of Victor inhabiteth ; it is not a land of

toil , in which he becometh wholly absorbed ; it is not indeed

earth, but heaven . Will a celestial habitation harden the

souls of those whom it receiveth, or deprive them of me

mory, or despoil them of kindness ? Brothers, this breadth

of heaven dilateth, not narroweth , hearts ; exhilaratoth

minds, not alienateth them from reason; it doth not con

tract the affections, but expandeth thoni. In the light of

God tho memory is made bright and is not obscured ; in

the light of God is learnt what was not known , and what

is known is not unlearnt. Those supernal spirits, who in

habit heaven from the beginning, do they because they

dwell in heaven , despise the earth ? Do they not rather

visit it and frequent it ? Because they always behold the

face of the Father, doth affection disappear from their

ministry ? Are they not rather ministering spirits, sent

forth to minister unto those who are heirs of salvation ?

What then ? Shall angels run to and fro and succour men,

and shall they who are from ourselves lose, all knowledge of

us , and not know how to have sympathy with us in the

things which they themselves have suffered ? Shall they be

unconscious of our sorrows , who nevertheless have known

them ? Shall they who have come out of great tribulation

have no recognition of those who are still in tribulation ?

" O Victor Jesus , we praise Thee in our Victor because

we know that Thou hast conquered in him . Grant to him ,

O most loving Jesus , so to glory concerning his victory in

Thee that he may not enter into forgetfulness of us. Son

of God , permit him ever in Thy presence to be mindful of

us .

Che Sacrament of marriage : from “ Leader."
>

3

Wespeak first to you of marriage

as of the union of two personalities

in creative faculty .

The people take it as quite in the

ordinary course of things that sex

should be , and also that sex should

be complete in blend of male and

female . But it was not of essential

necessity that this should be.

Far away beyond the beginnings

of this present eternity ofmatter ,

when the Sons of God were evolving

form in its ideal conception, they

decreed that one of the laws which

should guide their further work

should be , not so much a division of

the race into two sexes, as you and

earth philosophy have it , but rather

that sex should be one of the new

elements which should enter into

the further evolution of being , when

heing should enter into matter and

so take form .

Personality was before form was.

But form endowed personality with

individuality, and so the element

personality,by evolution of concrete

form , issued in its complement of

persons.

But as from one element persons

came,' so sex is unity composed of

two species. Man and woman form

one sex , as flesh and blood form one

body .

So far as we can penetrate, the
reason for this decision was that

humanity should know itself the So marriage was evolved, and in

better . In the creation of the two marriage we have the turning-point

elements, malo and female, the pro- of the destiny of the race. From

cess was made more simple by which the time when there came forth the

the human race might understand first fiat of that movement which

at last the element of Unity, out of has resulted in a series of æons of

which it came and towards which development, the one keynote of the

it will once more turn when it has whole has been a development into

fully entered on the upward way diversity.

from matter toward spirit . The last and most extreme act of

Two great principles which are diversity was the creation of two

included in the Unity of Godhead aspects of the faculty of reproduc

were made to appear as two sepa- tion , which you call sex .

rate things in order that those two Then came the reflex impulse

principles might be studied in de- given to the onward verge of evolu

tail by those who were not compet- tion when the two were blended

ent to study them as One. into one again and the first step re

But when the male considers the traced i towards Unitp . of Being,

female, ho is but getting at a more which is God .

clear , understanding of a part of So of the blend of the two ele

himself, and so when the female ments, spiritually as bodily , there is

reasons of the male . For , as they born a third . The Lord Jesus was

were not separate in the eternities the perfect Son of Humankind and

of development which went before His nature spiritually considered ,

this present eternity of matter and is a blend of the male and female

form , so the two elements shall be- virtues in duly equal parts. Bodily

come one again in those eternities also this great law is true.

which shall come after . By this experience of the two in

In order that the essential unity unity , the perfected human being,

of being obtaining in those far ages hence , man shall have come

reaches behind us be carried for- at the knowledge how it is possible

ward into those which are still to in loving other by denying of self

come, it was necessary that both he is loving himself the more, and

elements be included in each indi- but the more beautifully, giving to

vidual who should form an item of himself by that samo denying of

the whole race . self .

* From the Vale Owen Script . - Weekly Dispatch, June 6th, 1920 .

.

PRAYER AND HUMAN BROTHERHOOD. bound together by common interests, and of how they rise

and fall together, rejoice and suffer as one , and of how , in

spite of all our national divisions and antipathies, we

just one great humanity.

" Here is your opportunity and your privilege."

are

THE ABIDING THINGS.

« For so the whole round world is every way

Bound by gold chains about the feet of God .”

-TENNYSON .

A missionary, writing home from Papua, the scene of
James Chalmers' noble and enduring work , gives eloquent

utterance to his conviction regarding the power of sincere

prayer , strongly and understandingly directed to the greatest
of all ends, the spiritual upliftment of the race :

“ Your prayers can reach us, leaping across the oceans
and searching us out in the loneliest places. Your prayers

can nerve us to fresh endeavour when our best hopes seem

falling into ruin , or when sickness or monotony, or the in

difference of those we seek to help is robbing us of vision ;

but prayer to do this must be based on understanding, and
there is work before you and hours of study and thought, as

well as times of waiting upon God .

“ Yet that work is no dull task ; it is a privilege the great

ness of which will grow upon you the more you give your

self to it . The world is before you .
If your prayer

is to have power, it is for you to give time to the study

of the great movements of humanity. And with all

this you must learn how all the peoples of the world aro

The First Two Volumas of “ The Life Berond tlin Veil " -Vale Owen

Series, viz., “ Thic Highlands of Heaven ” and “ The Lowlands of

Heaven ," are publislied by Tliornton Butterworth , Ltd , 62, St.

Martin's Lane, Londou, W.C.2 . They can be obtained at all book .

shops and bookstalls.

Buds and blossoms- and fruits at last .

Winter comes, they are perished and past,

Some untimely and some full ripe,
But always abides the perfect type.

For ever the Image lives and reigns

The roses pass , but the Rose remains.

Babe and stripling :--and man , at last

Go from our gaze when their hour is past,

Leaves or lives , they must wither and fall ,

But the Soul it holdeth them all in all .

Nothing it recks of Time or Tide

The forms may perish - the souls abide.

D. G.

“ The safety of life is this, to examine crerything all

through, what it is itself, what is its material, 'what the

formal part ; with all thy soul to do justice, and to say the

truth . What remains. except to enjoy life by joining one

good thing to another , so as not to leave then the smallest

inicrvals lietween !!!.. Marcus AURELIUS,
.
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| ETHER AND SPACE.

The New TAEORY AND ITS RELATION TO HUMAN SURVIVAL.

By W. G. HOOPER, F.R.A.S.

case . So that an other mediuin subject to the lawr of grarity

is in harmony with spiritual experience, and again all Na

ture is simple, and agrees with itself .
Now we have Einstein giving us the mathematics of

Space . He, too , has discarded the old idea of an ether

which was illogical and unscientific . He , too , scrapped it ,

and in its place has put gravitational forces which act on

cvery point in space. These mathematical points corres

pond with my etherial atoms . He , too , has made light waves

subject to gravity and attracted by the sun . He , too, shows

that there is a warp in space ,and I show why and how that

warp is caused . He proved that light rays were bent I

show why those light rays are bent, from an electro mag,

netic standpoint because the sun is a huge magnet, and

around it are lines of electro -magnetic force. Most of these

solutions came to me in my sleep .

Einstein in one of his books states that it is impossible to

conceive of light wares flowing into space, and not return

ing to the sun . I show why the light currents must return

to the sun , and that space flows, if I may use that term ,

just as time flows,

SCIENCE AND THE FUTURE LIFE.

Thus all phenomena are related to one another , and so

we get the new theory of Relativity. They are “ all parts of

one stupendous Whole , whose body Nature is , and God the

I claim that my theory does what no other physical theory

has done. It gives a scientific explanation of the Universe

on truly philosophic lines . It explains why the planets re

volve round the sum , why they rotate on their axis, and this

explanation is not a mathematical one. but a physical and
scientific one. It solves the problems of the motions of the

universal ether in space for the first time, as far as I know

Carried to its logical and spiritual conclusion , it proves

that space is alive , that it breathes just the same as our
planet does , or any other living body. That the ether body

practically constitutes the soul of an atom , animal, man,
planet , or sun , and in it all events are recorded for all

time.

In harmony with scientific experiments on electricity and

cther, it proves that life is omnipresent, and there is no

death ; that space and time are negligible quantities to

the real Man , who is Spirit, and that we are living in the

Eternal Now ; that spiritual Telepathy can be scientifically

demonstrated just as easily as wireless telegraphy can , as

they both use the same universal medium ; that our loved

ones are not dead ; that thoughts are things; and wo can

send them to all the realms in space, and our loved oves can

send thoughts to us. So that by Science we begin to know

that the Universe is our Home, and not the earth , for Man

is the offspring of Deity, and in his essential nature is One

with his Eternal Father God .

Soul."

I will scrap

:

The principle of universal unity has been the dream of
philosophers and scientists down the ages . That there is

one primordial substance from which all matter and force

emanate is the key to all the alchemists' experiments and

scientists' investigation. We are all philosophers. We all

demand to know the Truth , for Truth lies at the centre of

our Being. The incessant " Why ? " as to the origin of life .
force, matter, and existence challenges us a thousand times ,

and : man as a spiritual Being will ultimately know.

About twenty years ago I asked myself the hundred and

one questions as to the philosophic and scientific bases of the

Universe. Was it material or spiritual? What is its funda

mental unity, for “ Universe" means One ? What is life ?

What is matter ? What is space ? What is man ?

THE SEAP.CH FOR UNITY .

I studied all the Sciences, but could find no unity.

Light seemed to_have little relation to gravity, yet both

· vero universal. Electricity and magnetism had some of the
properties of matter, and were due to vibrations and cur

rents in ether , which was not matter. Philosophy and

Science failed to give me the key to Universal Unity . That

such Unity was there I was absolutely certain, but how to
explain it , hot to veal it scientifically and philosophically,

that was the problem . So greatly daring, I said , " I will

make a philosophy and a science of my own ,

all preconceived ideas, start from unity , and build up the

cosmos to my own satisfaction ."

In my efforts towards the making of a theory. I was

greatly helped by discovering two great Rules of Philosophy
stated by no less a man than Sir Isaac Newton himself, in

his Principia . They were these :

1. Simplicity of conception . " Nature is simple , and

· always agrees with itself . Nature is simple, and does not

abound in superfluous causes."

2. Agreement with experience based on observation and

experiment . “ Experience , wrote Newton , is the basis of

all true philosophy ."

In attacking the great problems of space, its nature ,
character, and composition , and the basis of all forces,

wherever one turned one arrived at the ether which seemed

universal.

As T. Young wrote in “ Phil. Trans ., 1802 ' ' : “ A lumin

iferous ether pervades the Universe, raro and elastic in high

degree.

The problem to be solved was the nature and character

of this ether of space . Was it matter ? Was it subject to

gravity, or was it outside the universal Law of attraction ?

If so , then we had a phenomenon which straightway vio

lated Newton's Rules ; for Nature did not agree with it

self , and was not simple.

NATURE OF THE ETHER .

The Scientists declared it had some of the properties of

matter , elasticity, density, inertia , etc. , yet failed to possess

the very property which , of all attributes, made it matter.

It had no inass and weight. As this was illogical I scrapped

that idea , and postulated an other subject to universal at

traction, in harmony with all experience. In other words,

I filled space with ether atomssubject to gravity, and there

fore attracted by all bodies in space .
As all matter was

made up of particles, I postulatedan ether made up of par

ticles or atoms , also subject to gravity. So that now I had

a medium in space that would push or pull, act and react

on other bodies , and in every way was subject to exactly

the same laws as ordinary matter ; and fulfilled Newton's

universal Law .

To my intense astonishment I found that Thomas Young,

in his fourth proposition , had suggested exactly this pro

perty of attractiou to it .' He writes : “ All material bodies

hare an attraction for the etherial medium by means of

which it is accumulated in their substance, and for a small

distance around them in a state of greater density .” (“ Phil.

Trans ., 1802. ” )

Eight months after the publication of my theory in

1903, the greatest physicist, Professor Mendeleff , gave a

similar structure to the ether , and even gave the weight of
an ether atom as one hundredth - thousandth of an atom of

Hydrogen , while Professor Osborne Reynolds gave a similar

structure to space on what he called a granular structure ,

the grains having a definite volume and definite size . So

that in space ire have , and always have had , matter of a

finer substance , subject to exactly the same laws as matter

on other planes. This matter is more real than physical

matter , so that any soul passing out into an ether zone

around the earth , clothed in an ether body , which is the

absolute duplicate of his physical body, might not know for

a short time that he or she had actually passed out of the

physical body .

IY HARMONY WITH SPIRITUAL LAWS.

Further, on the basis of an ether, subject to gravitation,

every planet would have its ether spheres round it , or zones.

for they would be attracted to the earth , and held bound

to each planet in accordance with thelaw of universal attrac

tion , . And all Spiritualists know that this is exactly the

THE VIEWS OF AN AMERICAN READER.

The opinions of our American readers are always interest .

ing ; they serve sometimes to supplement or to correct our

own views, by a necessary enlargement. We make the fol

lowing digest of a long letter just received from Mr. John W.

Root, of Kimberton , Pennsylvania.
Mr. Root commences with an allusion to Edison's so

called spirit communicator, and alludes to the change in the

outlook of the great inventor who was at one time a pro

nounced materialist “ who positively asserted that death

ended all . ' Mr. Edison's reported assertion that if his

machine produced no results it would prove that there is

no human survival seems to show that he still has a strong

bias, but on that point we have already given our views .

Mr. Root goes on to express his satisfaction with Light ,

because, “ I am onewho holds that the Christian religion and

Spiritualism should jointly fight the common Materialism .

Spiritualism is not wise to spend its time in fighting

the church as American Spiritualism is so busy in doing .
Spiritualism and Christianity will coalesco when both

stop fighting each other and join in proving tho reality of

a hereafter. "
Mr. Root, in conclusion, confirms the truth of Mr. J.

H. McKenzie's opinion of American Spiritualism

being too commercial and materialistic in character. We

do not, however, regard the fact as of more than passing

significance . The American nation is young yet , and only

in its elementary stages. These things are the defects of

youth, to be outgrown by a larger experience in which

practical results will show the illusory character of some of

its ideals and the value and reality of the things which are

at present neglected .

as

" THE LAW OF LOVE," hy. C. R. Stewart (Kegan Paul, 4/6

net ), consists partly of automatic scripts received through

the hand of the author and partly of certain conclusions

based on communications received through others ' hands as

well as his own . The scripts deal with certain aspects of the

nature and organisation of the after life , but, being neces

sarily unverifiable , do not add anything to the positive evi
dence for survival. The author's own observations deal with

various departments of personal and social morality. The

chapter on " The Law of Liberty ” contains some apposite

remarks on existing social and political systems with which

many students of these questions will agree,
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PSYCHICAL RESEARCH ANDAND HUMAN

SURVIVAL.

CONDUCTED BY MR. STANLEY DE BRATH , M.Inst.C.E. (late Division Officer R.E.).

Author of " Foundations of Success," " Psychic Philosophy," " Mysteries of Life , ".

“ The Science of Peace," and other works.

SOME REFLECTIONS BY A PLAIN MAN.

(Continued from page 37. )

SCIENCE AND THE BIBLE.

a

is as

the

When Huxley gave a lead

by showing that the civilised
state resembles a garden in

which an ethical intelligence

encourages flowers and extir

pates weeds, rather than a

jungle where the only law is

the will of the strongest, this

lead was not followed, though

it clearly showed that however

true Darwinism may be as ap

plied to physical evolution ,it

is inapplicable to social evolu,
tion. There were plenty of

arguments to hand in the writ

ings of philosophers and the

experiences of mystics that

might have been adduced to

show the plain man that the

spiritual side of human nature
MR. STANLEY DE BRATH. real as the physical;

but by this time faith's

had come to mean the defence of an exegesis, rather than

trust in God .

The plenary inspiration claimed for the whole Bible
caused Churchmen — untrained in science which discrimin

ates between the action of unknown lays and violation of

known ones — to be afraid to reject such legends as Joshua's

arrest of the sun , Balaam's ass, and Jonah's whale , while

retaining those of inspiration, angelic ministration, and
healing,for which there were enough modern parallels to

show such spiritual action to be possible. They split into

two parties : the pseudo-liberalism of the one accepting

materialist dogmatics as " science " ; other making

" faith " a ground of belief in the palpably false .

Would itnot have been wiser, instead of attempting with

paper doctrines to force a position strongly entrenched in

facts, to have taken a stand on spiritual facts which no com

petent biologist would have gone out of his way to attack ?

Consider the statesmanship of Deut . xxviii . and the verifi

cation of its prophecies , which, however they may have

originated, were certainly in existence 200 years before the
birth of Christ . Consider such psalms as iii., xix ., xxxiv .,

lvii ; the first seven chapers of Isaiah and the 40th, 531d ,

and 55th ; consider the wholo history of gradual enlighten

ment and consistent progress that is manifest throughout

the OldTestament, and its culmination, and then say if these

do not fit the actual needs of the social world better than any

doctrine of strife and survival of the strongest. Consider

the work of the great artists, poets, and heroes of the

world ; were these all " latent in the nebular fire mist" ? Cer

tainly they were, if you admit that the Spirit of God moved

in that chaos , but the statement carries its own refutation

to the plain man if there was nothing but the undirected

clash of molecules. That a bag of printers' pie turned out
on a table should fall into the " Adonais” is less improbable.

Of course those who attack the Bible never read it

they onlysearch for blots andhuman imperfections. The

" message” given to me at the first séance I ever attended ,

now over forty years ago, was_ " Read your Bible more .

The same camo to Augustine - Tolle, Lege . Science is not,

and cannot be, the enemy of Religion or of the Bible.

Four-fifths of what passes as “ science” is not science at all,

is is making a deduction from a very small number of facts

do duty as a world -philosophy. For instance , “ Helio

tropism ” is still a fashionable theory . James Ward, the

most distinguished psychologist of our day, says of it, as a

general propositionexplanatory of all life :

" If it facilitate the work of the biologist to say that

when what we ordinarily regard as a hungry caterpillar

climbs to the tip of a branch it is forcedto do so by positivo

neliotropism ; that then positive chemiotropism sets up

mastication of the young buds ; and that, lastly, we can

imagine this process leading to the destruction of the sub
stances in theskin of the animal that are sensitive to light,

and upon which theheliotropism depended (J. Loeb , “ Com

parative Psychology ' ' ) , so leaving it free to crawl downwards
and come in contact with new buds which have in the mean

timo unfolded — if such language serve any useful purpose,

all well and good ; only it must be applied to the hungry

man, too ; in short, all behaviour must be described in the

same terms, For the champion of colloids to betako him

self to consciousness as he approaches the higher forms of

life is as much a breach of methodological parallelism as it

is for the psychologist to fall back upori protoplasm as he

approaches. the lower. "

The same is true of most theories founded on " the uni

ormity of Nature .” There is uniformity, but many natural

forces are as intermittent as volcanoes, and spiritual forces

(which are also natural) can only act under suitable condi

tions. But physicists and biologists take their own limited

specialities and draw thence huge generalisations. To begin

with ; it is certain that there are many forms of energy of

which we know next to nothing, and when a biologist states

(as Darwin did not) that there is no factor but natural selec

tion ; or an economist explains all politics as essentially a

search for food ; or a psychologist appeals to heliotropism ,

eachis even moreunscientificthan the man who refers all

phenomena to the Will of God ; for , as Schopenhauer demon

strated, it is possible to express all phenomena as represen
tations of Will.

PSYCHICAL RESEARCH .

In his article on Psychology in the Ency. Brit., p . 603,

Professor James Ward adds the -note- " But of course

thoroughgoing spiritualism " (using the word, of course, in
its philosophical sense ). “ ought to explain the very exis.

tence of matter as really the appearance or manifestation

of mind. " This is precisely the present tendency of modern
physical science, which regards the atom as a centre of elec.

trical energy, leaving the direction of that energy by mathe

matical law to be explained by the psychologist.
One by one thesupernormal facts nave entered the

domain of positive science, and are now only denied by the

materialist stalwarts who rest on a dogma that as nothing

exists but Matter and its properties, thealleged supernormal

phenomena cannot be true. Mesmerism , so long derided

and denied, is re-named hypnotism , and is an admitted

fact . Telepathy, equally ridiculed , has been experimentally
provedover and overagain, though its mechanismis un

known and its . limits are not defined ; it is now used as

an " explanation " by the very same school that recently

denied it as a fact. Materialisations have been studied and

photographed by Drs . Richet, Schrenck -Notzing and Geley
under the mostrigid precautions against illusion or decep.

tion . Telekinesis — the transmission of power without con

tact or mechanical means-has been established by multi

tudes of_experiments of which Dr. Crawford's are tho

latest. Psychic portraits , often of deceased persons, are

verified by the society that has been formed for their special

study . Experiments such as " book_tests ," in which the

percipient gives a passage or some details about (say) the
tenth page of the third book from the left on the fourth
shelf of another person's library , known neither to the

questioner nor the percipient, prove the action of intelli
gence which cannot be that of tho subconscious minds of

the experimenters unless an enormous and quite unsup

portod extension be allowed to such subconscious powers.

In addition to the above there is a mass of literature, of

very unequal merit, but some of a high type (e.g., " Spirit
Teachings,”' by Stainton Moses , and " Letters from the Other
Side ' ' ) which show a coherent system of thought quite in

line with the teachings of Christ, though it certainly passes

by many theological complications that have been founded

upon it. They lead to the inferences that the soul is a

real psyché organised of the same " ether" that science has

been obliged to postulate ; that the spiritof man is his real

Self, expressed in Time and Space by, his material body,

and entering, at death into a fresh relativity, whereTime,
as we know it , is not, and gross matter is detached from

its consciousness; that this is a world of spiritual causes in
which eachsoul reaps as it has sown , both ' punishment” and

" reward " being consequential. " Forgiveness" is under.

stood as it is on earth-that the upward way is always open

and the recuperative power ever presont. The data for

these and other inferences have for years past been set forth .

in LIGHT and other journals , but among a clerical acquain

tance of some thirty-five persons I know only four who
take it any other publication of the kind ,

keep themselves abreast of the literature of the sub

ject . Some books also contain much superstition and

half -baked ” conclusions by persons who jump to crude

theories based on tho assumption that communications

with the other side in all respects similar to

those which take place between incarnate beings, which is

certainly not the case ; for , while the general sense may

be from an external source, the diction is almost always

more or less that of the recipient ; and personal communica .

tions may , anddo, vary as much as those of different minds
here . No greater mistake can be made than to attach un

questioning credence to any such ; yet that is what many

persons are now unfortunately doing,

3 )
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AN INTERESTING NEWSPAPER TEST.

BY THE REV. C. DRAYTON THOMAS .

WHAT SPIRITUALISM 18 AND IS Not .

But the facts must be clearly distinguished from any

opinions, whether well or ill founded, and it cannot be too

often repeated that “ Spiritualism " is not a creed , nor a

theology,nora doctrine, but a body of supernormalfacts
from which any man may draw his own inferences; though,

to be sound , these inferences must cover all the facts, and

not a few of them only Plain men feel that texts from

the Old Testament, and pre-judgments that thephenomena
are the work of " lying spirits, or self-deception, carry no
more weight than the denunciations made in Lyell's time
that" theDevil must have put fossils in the rocks to discredit

the Bible .'

Afrequent error of those who are only superficially aware

of what is taking place is that “ Spiritualism " consists in

attending séances by professional mediums, or indeed any

séances at all . This isvery wide of the mark : it consists in

a recognition of the supernormal facts. : A very large num
ber of persons now engage in home circles for automatic

yriting and similar unguided attempts to penetrate the
mystery, some without any equipment of knowledge or

religious faith ; but it is ignorance of the conditions which

make such practices safe , rather than the practices them

selves, that is a source of danger.

Confronted with these facts thero are two reasonable

oppositions : --

1. Insistence that the Christianity of Christ is sufficient

without entering on difficult, dangerous, and complex

experiment;

2. That it is wiser to await the decisions of psychological

experts before committing ourselves to the inference that

the phenomena prove personal survival of death .

The first of these courses , however , ignores tho fact that

for reasons previously stated , vast numbers of persons,

especially in the working classes , disbelieve Christianity, not

only in the doctrinal , but also in the practical sense; and

further, that many church members who assent to it ,

though they have dropped the ideaof Vicarious Atonement,

have adopted Heine's attitude -- " Lebon Dieu me pardonnera,

c'est son métier" ; as if wrong action or mere apathy had

only personal effects from which they can be absolved. With

regard to the second course, it is only necessary to read

any, modern treatise on psychology, to see how intricate and

highly specialised are thë ideas, and how largely it deals

with the science, or at least the language , of metaphysics,

and to realise that for the plain man such works do not

exist. The waiting attitude is the weak attitude, which, if

it excludes error , also excludes truth , and inisses the oppor

tunity of showing that whatever psychology may ultimately

verify as to the nature of personality, the superiormal facts

reinforce, by experimental evidence, the fundamental postu

late of Religion - that the spirit of man is a real heing and

survivesthebody.If wewait for agreement among psycho

logistswe shall wait a long time and miss another invaluable

opportunits of showing that, apart from any doctrinal “ re

présentations" of fundamental truths , those truths have

been , and are still, the only solution to the problems that

beset the age ; problems that can be solved only by means

of co-operation and good will. The methods of competition ,

violence, survival of the strongest, and dictatorship, whether
by the Hohenzollerns , by Lenin, or by Sinn Fein ,

bankrupt.

At a sitting with Mrs. Osborne Leonard on November

26th , 1920 , I received a number of tests which were to be

verified from " The Times” of the following day,
Among

these was the following, which is of interest as showing the

communicator's ability to inspect objects in our house as
well as preparations for the morrow's press and then to

unite them in a single test .

“ There was some uncertainty as to where exactly the

following was to be placed , but you will find it some

where in the top half of column two on the front page .

It is the name of a lady , a relation, whose portrait you

have at home in a conspicuous position . This portrait is

of very dark and highly polished wood , not coarse-grained

like oak , but some kind of fine wood . This article of

furnituro is not close to the wall, but is pulled out a

little way . There are some bars upon it near the photo

graph , certainly two, and there may be more, but Feda is

shown two of them . Also quite closo to the photograph

there is something white."

On searching the upper half of this column next day I

found names of two relations , a niece and a sister - in -law .

Our photograph of the former did not answer to the des

cription. Of the latter we had a framed photograph inour
bedroom ; on proceeding to inspect this I noticed that it stood

conspicuous on the top of a secretary which was made of
highly polished and very dark rosewood and ornamented

with bars of the same material, which stood in relief against

a curtain of light yellow silk . Within three inches of the

photograph there hung a calendar four inches square , with

small figures upon white ground , and also within fifteen

inches was a letter rack containing whito writing paper and

envelopes; these sufficiently accounted for " something

white '' close to it . Each item of the test was correct , eveni

to the position of the secretary , which stood crossways in a

corner, one side being three and the other fourteen inches

from the wall.

A SUPPLEMENTARY TEST .

During the next sitting my father told Feda ( the control)

to say that he noticed in a room where we often were the face

of a cat and “ anyone could pick it up . ' Also in the same

room was " something with a snake.” Sho added that this

snake had to do with something we could see and that con
nected with it was a cover which could be lifted up . She

was proceeding to say that cat and snake had to do with

each other, when she was checked and corrected herself ,

adding that she was told to say that they were not con
nected but were in the same place . As it seemed doubtful

if we should be able to trace these from the description I

inquired whether theywere in a book . The reply was given

very emphatically : “ No, not in a book , but upon something.
They are in the same place , but not to do with each other,

and certainly not with book -tests. " I had no idea what this

indicated and my wife, who attended this sitting with me,

said nothing at the time , but later that evening called me

into our room to see what she had found . There upon the

secretary above mentioned, and almost touching the framed

photograph of her sister , stood a coloured pictorialcalendar

showing a cat prominent in the foreground, while imme

diately in front of this was a Chinese stamp-box , its lid
ornamented with a snake-like dragon of metal in high relief.

My wife had thought of that snake on the box as " a cover

which could be lifted up,” but had not recollected the cat

until inspecting her secretary to verify the snake ; it was

only then that the picture arrested her attention as meet

ing the description . “ Anyone could pick it up," this is

of course correct since the calendar simply leans against the
bars of the secretary and is not attached to anything. One

may suppose that these objects had been noticed by our

communicator while obtaining the photograph test of the

previous sitting and held over as supplementary for this
occasion . Mrs. Leonard has never visited our house and

even had she done so it would remain to be explained how
it was possible to connect the photograph in our room with

a name which was to appear in a cer in place in “ The

Times” on the following day.

[A full report of the lecture given by the Rev. C.

Drayton Thomas to the members of the London Spiritu

alist Alliance, on Thursday last, on Book Tests , etc. , will be

given in the next issue of LIGHT.]
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THE CRAWFORD FUND.

To the Editor of Light ,

Dear Sir ,- :Will you allow me to inform your readers

who have so kindly subscribed to the fund on behalf of the

late Dr. Crawford's widow and family , that the total sum

subscribed is £301 15s , 5d . This sum-on the advice of Mr. F.

McC . Stephenson, a friend of the late Dr. Crawford and who

published in the " Psychic Research Quarterly " a remarkable

test séance with the Goligher Circle , which he had after Dr.

Crawford's death–I have placed in the hands of two trustees,

viz ., Mr. Jolly (Mrs. Crawford's brother) and Dr. Elizabeth

Bell, a well-known lady doctor of Belfast. These trustees
will administer the fund in the most advantageous

way, and I am m grateful to them for the trouble they

have undertaken , to all the subscribers for their generous

response to my appeal, and to Mr. Mundy, secretary of the

London Spiritualist Alliance, for taking off my hands much
of the clerical work involved.

Yours truly,

WM . F. BARRETT .

:

MEDIUMS FOR SOUTH AFRICA.--Mr . W. Round Saundor

son , Hon . Secretary of the Spiritualist Union of South

Africa, writes to say that his Union would welcome two

or three fully acoredited mediums. either on tour or as per
manent residents. He writes , “ The Cause is progressing

so vastly here that the present workers cannot cope with

the work , and although this Union cannot guarantee an

income, or pay any travelling expenses, we are confident

that any good visiting medium is sure of a reasonable in

come, andthis Union would give every support and help in

this direction . At the moment we have vacancies for resi

dent mediums who would be paid a monthly salary at Pre

toria and Durban by the respective Churches there."

CRAWFORD FUND . - The following belated contributions to

this fund have just been received : --A Friend , £2 ; Miss S. ,

.£ 1 .

COVER DESIGN COMPETITION .--We draw our readers' at

tention to this most interesting competition, full particulars

of which are given in this issue, and will be found on page 64 .

The British COLLEGE.-- Among the coming events at the
British College are a visit of the Crewe Circle for photo

graphy , and a return visit of Will Thomas, the Welsh

physical medium . Two new clairvoyants will also pay a first
visit to London, Mr. Whyman , of Hanley, whose work is

well known in the Midlands, and Mrs. Rees Powell, a Welsh

seer .
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THE MYSTIC INFLUENCE OF MUSIC. THE LITTLE GREY BOOK : AN APPRECIATION.

BY THE REV. F. FIELDING-OULI) , M.A. On a certain study-table known tome, there lies, among

various large and learned works, a little grey book which
“ Bring me a minstrel.” -- 2 Kings, iii . , 15. never gets put away in those periodical tidyings-up which

In the Greek legend Orpheus drew his lost wife, Eury
take place occasionally. It has often been nearly put away,

dice, from the gloomy underworld by the sweet music of his but being usually opened for a last look, something always
lyre, and like most of those old stories it is founded on catches one's eye which it seems a pity to put out of reach .

truth . For one thing , the author has so wholesomo a belief in hu

We sometimes talk, rather loosely, of offering our music mour , that balance-wheel of sanity, and so irrepressible a
to God , and justify some extravagance by proclaiming that gift of infusing it into the most serious topics , that his work

we must offer our best ; but God cares no more for our rudi. goes a long way towards sweetening a reader's temper.

montary harmonies than He did for the smell of Noah's sac- Spiritualism is a subject which continually develops the

rifice . Music is merely the medium through which the soul sharp edges of controversy, and it is a valuable thing to

breathes that worship which is only acceptable if it is have a mental unguent at hand to please , to soothe, to be

offered “ in spirit and in Truth ." guile us into charity and patience ; or, where that is not

The real reason why music is so often heard in the shrines necessary, to delight with the flying iridescence of literary

of religion is that it has a most powerful and mystical in form , here caught and set as a gem . Take the " Later

fluence upon ourselves. The response of the human soul to Pepys, ” an imaginary diary extract, for instance , a thing

sweet sounds is one of the mysteries of our complex constitu as pretty as a sea -sheil; onecould do with a dozen like that.

tion . or " The Human Side of Telepathy": " we call it telepathy,
“ The man that hath not music in himself and deal with it in words of learned length and thundering

Nor is not moved with concord of sweet sounds sound ” —but not in this charming and tender essay . Here

Is fit for treasons, stratagems and spoils, and there we go to school , and learn to think keenly and

The motions of his spirit are dull as night. clearly about ourselves, and Psychic Evidences, and Me.

It is a psychic and spiritual stimulant or solvent , and
diums, and Ghosts, and even more serious things, with now

induces harmonious conditions , concentrates the vagrant
and then a glimpse into blue depths of metaphysic. Let

only readers, lenders , buyers, givers, and receivers put asthoughts of all who are present, and renders the soul sensi .

tive and receptive to impression . much warınth and sparkle into themselves as David Gow

It is for this reason that it is so often found as a part of
puts into his " Spiritualism : Its Ideas and Ideals," and

religious organisation, and is acceptedas an advan- we shall have a real radiance shining to light the world

Even the ancient Nebu
“ unto the perfect Day.”

tageous preliminary of worship.
F. E. L.

chadnezzar unveils his golden idol to the strains of cornet,

flute , harp , sackbut, psaltery , dulcimer, and all kinds of THE MYSTERY OF MAN .
music .''

We enter a church, it may well be , in an unsympathetic " The Law of Being, " by Helen Boulnois (William Rider

mood , unimpressionable, undevotional , of the earth earthy. and Son , 3 / - net ).

A few bars of soft music and the cloud lifts from the op

pressed spirit, the inner eye opens upon the hidden mys
In this tiny book a big volume of thought finds cultured

teries, the immortal prisoner stirs within the flesh , and is expression . Much less metaphysical than from its title one

conscious of an awakening desire and power to commune
might expect , the little work takes up the mystery of man

with the unseen .
and the universe in a somewhat psycho-historical way.

So we read of Elisha that in the dryness of his spirit he ( Throughout time men have appeared indifferent lands

sent for a musician, and when the minstrel played , the hand with the piercing vision of simple truth ," discerning unity

of the Lord came upon him , and he said , ' Thus saith the in the multifarious, reality through appearance. . Realising

himself as body, mind, and spirit - existing, working, creat

If Prometheus stole fire from heaven. Jubal must certainly ing, in this triune manner - man's immediate philosophical

have done the same with music . The angels sang at the Painquiry is whether this personal discovery is of universal

Nativity , filling the clear winter's night with their hymn import, a manifestation of infinite unitary Law . In the in

and all our music is but an echo of the grander harmonies of vestigation of mind as the universal mediator between body

tho spheres . and spirit , the author's path is lighted up by torches of

Sin, on the other hand, is a discord ; cruelty, selfishness,
thought from Aristotle, the Zend Avesta, Theophilus, Plato ,

and ingratitude clash in the ears of the sensitive, and set
Confucius, the Kabbala, the Bhagavad Gita and the Koran .

the teeth of the righteous on edge. How terrible must be Tables of expression represent correspondences of Spirit,

the clamour and disharmony of the hells ! Mind, Body, to the ultimato I am that I am . “ There are not

Nature has music of her own, the plash of tho falling
three Spirits, but Ono Spirit :

cascade, the song of nightingales in the twilight wood; the 1. The Glory — The Substance. The One and Absolute

murmur of little waves along the sandy beaches. God has being. I am .

viren us so much more than bare necessities;. flowers, al 2. The Power - Emanation of Intelligence. The movement

live gift of beauty and fragrance to stir the imagination of grace . That I am .

to picture the unseen glories; and music,moro subtle still , 3. TheKingdom -- The action of all set going . The Pre

to set the very chords of life vibrating .
sence of God in the midst of His creatures. I am that 1

We penetrate into some vast cathedral, and the sounds

and voices of the busy world sink to a distant muttering. Subsequent pages are less distinguished for clarity of

We stand among the clustered columns, stained and worn by philosophical thinking than byinterpretativeability on doc
the shoulders of the crowding centuries, and in dim aisles trinal data-- after the manner of Judge Troward in his

where our forefathers in their strange garb knelt in their “ Bible Mystery and Bible Meaning ." VIR .

old perplexities and joys. Before our eyes are the blackened

carvings of a thousand years ago , and beneath our feet the
mouldering bones of forgotten generations. We are the UNDER the editorship of Sir Philip Gibbs , the " Review of

latest comers, “ born out of due time, oppressed by the
Reviews" is taking a fresh lease of life . The first issue

weight of all that has gone before. How far away are the
under the new regime contains some of the usual features,

hills of Galilee, how unreal, how antique and legendary the
and a number of articles and messages from many notabilities

story ! Then comes stealing along the sacred pavements , dealing with the political and social aspects of the time,

through the fretted arches and down the broken steps , the some of them of a striking and instructive character . The

soft, sweet notes of the organ , and all that was old and halt
magazine bids fair to becomea valuable moral force, pro

ing is renewed, what seemed dead this many a day awakes
gressive and enlightening. Its attitude towards Spirit

to life , there is no past and no future, tinre and space aro ualism and Psychical Research has yetto be madeclear.

annihilated , we, cven we, are brothers and sisters of the A WARNING TO THE CHURCH . - Dr. R. G. Macintyre, in

venerable martyrs, virgins and apostles, the Christ, “ the
“ The Other Side of Death : A Study in Christian

same yesterday , to -day , and for ever, whispers in the ears Eschatology" ( Macmillan and Co., 8/6 net), while not going
so far as to commit himself to a belief in universal ' restora

of the awe-struck soul the story of His unchanging love .
tion , holds strongly to the conviction that, important as the

present life is, it cannot and does not settlo any mau's eternal
THE AFTERGLOW. destiny . He says, " If the traditional view is to maintain

itself it involves the following negations : ( 1) that God does
Who that has kr.own bereavement --and who has not ?- not desire and consequently does not seek the salvation of

can have failed to notice with wonder and awe the look of
sinners beyond the moment of death ; (2) that the lovo of

unearthly rapture which so often beautifies and ennobles the God as expressed in Christ's incarnation and atonement can
faces of the newly dead ? A kind of spiritual afterglow , as not follow the sinner.beyond the boundary line of the grave ;

if the soul, on quitting its outworn tenement, had bestowed (3 ) that tho spirit of man, possessing all the functions of

upon it a farewell kiss ofgratitude and benediction . A look personality, including that of moral distinctions, is yet in

which has, for the imaginative an evidential value; and

has evoked from Richard Le Gallienne the question en
capable of repentance once it has parted from the material

body. No one of these denials can be made without involv
shrined in these lovely lines :

ing the other two, but they aro negations which the Church
What of the Darkness ? Is it very fair ? can no longer even permit to be assumed as sanctioned by
Are there great calms, and find ye silenco there ? her authority. If this be so , the Church must either adopt

Like soft- shut lilies all your faces glow ,
a position of practical nescience , leaving the sorrowful with

Strange with some peace our faces never know , ont guidance , and Spiritism their inevitable refuge, or she
Great witli soine faith our faces never dare.

must recast her eschatology in il lorın more consistent with
Dwells it in Darkness -do ye find it there ? the Biblical doctrine of God, and the revelation and mission

-CHARLES J. WHITBY. of Jesus Christ."

1

am .
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WHAT THE CHURCHES CAN LEARN

FROM

SPIRITUALISM and PSYCHICAL RESEARCH.

10. - By the REV. G. MAURICE ELLIOTT, Rector of Snitterby, Kirton -in -Lindsey,

Lincs .

were

66

)

Resolution 57 - Official Report of Bishops' Conference held at Lambeth Palace, July 5th to August 7th , 1920

The Conference, while prepared to expect and welcome new light from psychical research upon the

powers and processes of the spirit of man, urges strongly that a larger place should be given in the teaching

of the Church to the explanation of the true grounds of Christian belief in eternal life, and in

immortality, and of the true contentof belief in the Communion of Saints as involving real fellowship

with the departed through the love of God in Christ Jesus . ”

The Churchesmay learn the
12. That our fight is against evil spirits rather thau

most important thing in all the
against animal ancestry .

6 world from that form of Spirit All these beliefs may be found in the New Testament,

ualism which deals with facts and the Churches hold them . The trouble is that the

in nature, not in theology. The
Churches are not held by them . They have no friendship

Churehes may learn to believe for them but have merely a nodding acquaintance with

their beliefs, and there is
them .

nothing more important than Hear what Bishop Paget had to say on the subject :

that . They may also learn how “ Angels are really no more to us than the fairies or

necessary it is to re -study the nymphs of heathen mythology . Nevertheless, there stands

New Testament in the light of the service for the Feast of S. Michael and All Angels

modern knowledge and the facts a witness against us."

of psychic
science. The

A courageous statement and a true one ! We must learn

Churches in existence not to mistake the pretty pink pieties of pulpit poets for

years before a single word of a robust and working faith in the glorious facts of the
the New Testamentcame to be spiritual world.

written , and they were founded And what is true of the Church's attitude towards the

upon the facts of experience-- angels is also true of her attitude towards the other beliefs

facts which convinced the hearts tabulated above . The Churches have no lively faith in

Rev. G.MAURICE ELLIOTT.
and minds of the early followers them. Yf “ By their fruits ye shall know them ," then the

of Christ- rather than upon pulpit becomes the revealingorchard of their unbelief. How

any system of philosophy or often do clergy or ministers preach sermons on these beliefs ?

theology . And these facts were not purely subjective. The What happens to those who do ? Some of us know from

spiritual experience of salvation was reinforced and made bitter experience :

convincingly true by the " signs” —the display of psychic It may be doubted whether five per cent. of our teachers

porver which so often preceded , accompanied, and followed ever preach upon these themes , and by "Spreach ” is meant
it. And Christ distinctly told His followers that they should speak with such knowledge and conviction and with such

do the works that He did and greater works if they believed , arousing and convincing force that their hearers are moved

and that certain " signs" would follow those who believed to action and eagerly pursue the subject for themselves .

the Gospel of Life and Immortality which He was bringing Ninety - five per cent. of preachers would probably regard
to light. It is surely clear from this that the Christian such beliefs as part of the teaching of Scripture” rather

Churches were expected to do the greater works” and to than part of the life we live.

be able to point to their " signs” as evidence of the spiritual That is why we are so often told that " signs and

life inherent in them, - Clergy and ministers ought to be wonders,” “ greater works," " healings, ” etc. , do not belong

thankful that thoughtful layınen who read the “ Acts of the to this dispensation. What that statement means heaven

Apostles” do not , as yet, confront them with the question, only knows. Perhaps it is a polite way of saying " This age.
" Where are your credentials ? ". For it is transparently is not an age of faith . Miracles only take place when
clear that there is almost an entire absence of the greater beliefs are believed, when faith is active, and when religion

works,” the " miracles," and the “ signs. is taken seriously . Whether it means this or not, ono

Spiritualism is teaching the Churches that the time has thing is perfectly clear, and that is this : Spiritualism can

nearly come when men will demand from the Churches teach the Churches that this dispensation is no different

those outward and visible “ signs” of their inward and
from any other , and that if there are " dispensations,

spiritual grace. They will demand a thorough explanation
then it is we ourselves who make them .

as to why Christ's promises have not been fulfilled. And
And Spiritualism can teach the Churches that there is

they will not be put off with any. " dispensation ” theory.
now no reason for disbelieving their beliefs because they

Fortunately , the Churches can now learn quickly from
have been proved to be true to the point of demonstration.

Spiritualism that what happened in New Testament days is
.Thus do theChurches owe an enormous debt to Spirit

also happeningto -day outside theChurches, and that the
ualism , with its long list of prophets and martyrs, and this

facts of Spiritualism aro of exactly the same order as the
debt will be greatly increased when the Churches discover

psychic demonstrations reported in the New Testament.
that by taking this modern Columbus on board their ships,

The Churches can also learn from Spiritualism that they mayconstantly sail to undiscovered realms of power

whole libraries of learned disquisitions on The After Life and knowledgo and return laden with treasure .

aro now effete, for Spiritualism has proved to the point of

demonstration that wo do live again . The Rev. G. Maurice Elliott was born at Hampstead in
But in order to discover how much the Church can 1883. He was educated at Merchant Taylors' School and

learn from Spiritualism it is well to stato briefly some of London University. Prior to his entering the ministry he
thoso truths which the Churches are supposed to believe. spent some years at business in the City of London . He

They are supposed to believe : -- took Holy Orders : in 1915, was .curate of Havant, 1915-16 ,

1. That to certain conditions, even of our fleshly senior curate of Christchurch Priory, 1916-19, was then

humanity, spiritsbecome visible.
appointed Rector of Honiley and Chaplain of Wroxall

2. That there is (now ) a spiritual body within the Abbey, and has now been appointed by the King to the

physical body . Crown living of Snitterby, Kirton - in -Lindsey, Lincs. He is

3. That the soul is able to leave tho body and to travel: the author of " The Challenge of Spiritualism ,", " Why Not

4. That ' spiritual healing” is part of the Gospel . Face the Facts ”! and joint-author of " Angels Seen To

5. That departed spirits are not , as drops merged into
day .” ]

the ocean , but still remain persons and quite unliko “ will
o'-the-wisps. Psychic PHOTOGRAPHY . - Next week we propose to publish

6. That the departed take an interest in the affairs of another of Mr. James Coates' interesting articles.
earth . A VACUOUS VERDICT. - When Barnaby Rudgetoldhow he

7 : That the Next World is as solid , as substantial , and saw shadowy people in the garments on a clothes-line and

as tangible as this world . spoke rapturously of the“ swift ghosts” in the curling smoke

8. That we are surrounded by Guardian Angels . from chimneys, John Willet, the host of the "Maypole,
9. That God has " constituted the service of angels in remarked with pity that Barnaby was wanting in imagina

a wonderful order,” and that by His appointment they tion, which of course wasexactly the reverse of the truth.
are "sent forth to succour and defend us.'' Mr. Willet was a very dull man , but he has a rival in the

10. That angels visit wrath upon the adversaries of writer in the " Daily Express " whose verdict is that the .

Christ's little ones . Book -Tests in Lady". Glenconner's " Earthen . Vessel”! are :

11. That angels are fellow -servants with us and are able " vague " ! No, the vagueness is all in the inind , of the writer

to perform physical and psychical actions. who so described them .

) ܙܙ
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THE EMERGING OF “ LIGHT.'"

jects . We recall an instance when two ladies were dis

cussing matters offeminine interest, and were joined by

a third , a philosophic lady who turned the conversation

on to the topic of the mysteries of death and the possi

bility of a life to come . But the topic was received with

coldness and gently but firmly “ ruled out." These were

matters for the clergy, and not suitable for general

conversation .

It reminded us of the French nobleman who ob .

jected to religion being “ allowed to invade the sanctity
of private life.

There is (or was) a good deal of that spirit at the

back of the matter.

But there has been a great war since then , and

people who did not want to think about the meaning of

life and death have now had the matter thrust upon

them , willy nilly. Those who have taken up the subject

seriously have found that it is not at all a disagreeable

subject — nothing really “ horrid ” or “ uncanny about

it. It is something quitehuman , reasonable, and even

scientific. It hasopened a new world to thousands,

and lifted from thema load of mystery and furtive fear .

That is why the atmosphere of the subject is changing.

It is seen to be a matter of world -importance , an not

a secret to be discussed darkly in cellars, with appre

hensive side -glances to see who is listening.

Many people have discovered this already. We want

everybody to know it . Light deals with the most im

portant subject in the world .

NO LONGER “ UNDER A BUSHEL. ”

EDISON AND THE AFTER LIFE..

His INSTRUMENT FOR COMMUNICATING .

Time was when some people felt a certain shyness

with regard to Light. Theyread it with avidity, but

were timid of showing the paper publicly . A learned
judge , now deceased , confided that he and his wife read

the paper in privacy, concealing the fact from their
domestics until one day, to their astonishment, they

discovered that two of their trusted servants were also

readers of the journal, which they likewise studied in

secret. In a few cases we had to send our journal in

a cover free from observation , for all the world as if it

were an anarchist print or one of those periodicals of

the baser sort which no respectable person would care

to be seen either carrying or reading.

We regarded this attitude towards Light with an

indulgent eye , knowing that in some cases there were

good reasons for the secrecy . Some people have little

or nothing to risk , and can afford to be quite open in

their associations with Spiritualism ; others have a

good deal at stake, and are compelled to be circum

spect .

But there was another side to the matter, as

several readers discovered : Seen in company with

Ligut they found themselves accosted by strangers and

casual acquaintances who were also secretly interested

in the subject , and only emboldened to speak by this

hint of kindred tastes . In that way , we learned , many

pleasant and helpful friendships had been set up , and

people who had pursued a lonely and unaided quest,

found themselves brouglit into a circle of like -minded

friends.

By consequence our advice to those who, visiting

some new spot on holiday, wished to discover kindred

spirits amongst their fellow holiday-makers, was

" Take a copy of LIGIIT , and be seen with it . It is sure

to awaken response in those who are following our sub

ject . ” Indeed , the idea worked in many cases “ like

a charm ” amongst all sorts and conditions of men

These considerations still apply, but on the general

question a great change has taken place during the last

few years. It is no longer necessary for Nicodemus to

have his Light sent to him as though it were an illicit

document . He can go and buy it at a bookstall as he

would any other periodical , and as for the attention it

may attract — if any – he will rarely find it anything but

friendly .

A reader of Light , who received it and read it at a

Continental hotel , told us some years ago that the only

embarrassment he encountered was that everybody in

the hotel wanted to borrow and read it , and that its

appearance led to long and interesting discussions at the

hotel tables . It gave many persons the opportunity of

relating their psychic experiences, kept, in many cases ,

close -locked in their breasts for want of a congenial at

mosphere in which to unfold them . That kind of at

mosphere is developing all the time, and those who

have worked so hard and so long to create it are seeing

the harvest of their toil.

That is a matter for congratulation . The old shy

ness with regard to Spiritualism has often been attri

buted to the unsavoury associations of the name in

herited from the past. But while this, of course , is

largely accountable, it is not the whole of the reason.

The fact is that until of late yeurs cleath and the life

after death were not regarded as quite " proper” sub

seo

Edison , as we have already stated, has been for some
time engaged on the construction of a machine to establish

communication with “ personalities who have left this earth ,
to use his own expression .

In the February number of the " London Magazine” there
appears a highly interesting interview with him , in which

he makes clear his attitude of mind , as well as the lines on

which he is proceeding. ·

" ' I am working on the theory that our personality exists

after what we call ' life' leaves ourpresent material bodies.

If our personality dics , what's the use of a hereafter ?

What would it amount to ? It wouldn't mean anything to

us as individuals . If there is a hereafter which is to do

us any good , we want our personality to survive, don't
We ?

" If our personality survives, theụ it is strictly logical
and scientific to assume that it retains inemory , intelect ,

and other faculties and knowledge that we acquire on this

earth . Therefore, if personality exists after what we call

death ,' it is reasonable to conclude that those who leave

this earth would like to communicate with those they

have left here. Accordingly , the thing to do is to furnish

the best conceivable means to make it easy for them to

open up communication with us, and then what

happens.

“ I am proceeding on the theory that in the very nature

of things, the degree of material or physical power

possessed by those in the next life must be extremely

slight; and that, therefore, any instrument designed to

be used to communicate with us must be super-delicate --
as fine and responsive as human ingenuity can make it.

For mypart, I am inclined to believe that our personality

hereafter will be able to affect matter. If this reasoning

be correct, then, if we can evolve an instrument so deli

cate as to be affected, or moved, or manipulated — which

over term you want to use--by our personality as it sur

vives in the next life , such an instrumient, when made

available, ought to record something ."

Edison has such faith in his apparatus that he considers

that the failure to move it will shake the probability of the

existence of a life hereafter of the kind that has been

imagined . On the otherhand, he says , there will, of course ,

be a tremendous sensation if the apparatus proves success

ful . He hopes to be able to finish it in a few months.

Incidentally, this distinguished inventor makes a sweep

ing statement about the limits of human knowledge. He

says , “ We don't know one-millionth of one per cent. about

anything. Why , we don't even know what water is. Wo

don't know what light is . We don't know what gravitation

is . We don't knowwhat enables us to keep on our feet, to

stand up . We don't know anything aboutmagnetism . We

have a lot of hypotheses, but that's all. We are just emerging

from the chimpanzee state mentally. ”

From this mention of our ignorance of the things pertain

ing to this earth , Edison proceeded naturally, to speak of
our even greater ignorance of any other life following this

Hence his efforts to pierce the veil.

.
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" It was not merely a success — it was an epidemic,” is a

description given of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle's wonderful

meetings in Sydney .

Mrs. W. Hinkley, an able article from whom appeared in

our last issue, writes to us to bear her testimony to the won

derful psychic gifts of Mrs. Osborne Leonard and Mrs.

Annie Brittain . Referring to attacks on these ladies, she

says, “ It does not seem fair to withhold witness to the powers

of those who have helped one, when the denial of those
powers by others is turned into an attack their

character ."

on

* * *

* *

Lady Glenconner's Book Tests, described in her book,

" The Earthen Vessel,” issued last week , have directed pub

lic attention to this form of spirit activity. But the proce
dure is by no means new . Stainton Moses had book tests in

1873, particulars of which will be found in his “ Spirit

Teachings" (Memorial edition , pp . 33-34) .

Mrs. Hinkley continues : " I wish to say most emphati

cally that with both these psychics I have had experiences,
and have received information that could only have been

the result of the action of supernormal powers of the most

amazing character . Whatever the source of much of their

knowledge , it could not by any manner of meanshave been
fraudulently or even normally acquired , and I want to

ackuowledge the debt of real gratitude that I owe to Mrs.
Leonard, Mrs. Brittain , and also to Miss Bacon ." . Such

testimony is good to have .

* * * *

He asked for the last line of the first book of the Æneid ,

and, by automatic writing, it was given correctly in Latin .

Then , thinking that possibly the words might have been

known by himself, he asked for the last paragraph on the

ninety- fourth page of the last book but one on the second

shelf of the room in which he was sitting , being quite un ,

aware what book this might be . It was done.The third

test was the most remarkable, and it was suggested by the
spirit communicator. A passage from an unknown book

was written by Stainton Moses,who was then toldto “ go

and take the eleventh book on the same shelf ."

was given, but the instruction was, “ It will open at the

page for you . He did so , and in a book entitled “ Poetry ,

Romance, and Rhetoric, ' on page 145 ,where he opened,

he found the words he had written . " The book, he says,

was one he had never seen before.

At the Stead Bureau on Friday , January 28th , a mother,

atthe request of her sons who have passed over, will des

cribe howthey obtained direct communication with her .She

will also read some of the messages she is receiving from
these sons . Particulars of tho meeting will be found in our

advertising columns .No page

ונ

>
Dr. J. M. Peebles, who will be ninety -nine in a few

months, writes from home in Los Angeles, asking us to

contradict a statement brought to his notice in letters he

has received from Canada , Australia and London to the effect

that he has become a convert to the Hindu doctrine of rein

carnation , the literal second -coming of Christ, and other

dogmas . Such reports , he says , are absolutely untrue. He

still is, as he has been for over seventy years — a " straight

out Spiritualist .'

We learn, with pleasure, that the Rev. C. Drayton

Thomas has in preparation a volume on the subject of Book

Tests , in which he will embody some of the articles on the

subject which he has contributed to LIGHT.

را

. *

* * *

The death of Mr. Jacob, of Simla, has produced in the

Press many stories of the wonder workings of this mysterious

individual who is popularly supposed to be the original of
Marion Crawford's " Mr. Isaacs. Colonel Olcott, however,

in his " Old Diary Leaves,” states that he was informed in

1883 by Mr. Sam Ward, Mr. Crawford's uncle , that the

accounts of the Mahatma Koot Hoomi , made known to the

World by Madame Blavatsky, were the source of the novelist's

inspiration .

Mr. A.P. Sinnett , by the way, dedicated his well-known

book, “ The Occult World," to KootHoomi, and in its pages
he figures prominently .

Mr. J. G. McFarlane, the Hon. Secretary of tho Ports

mouth Temple of Spiritualism , writes to say that it is sug

gested bythe Executive of his Church that the Census to

be taken this year will afford a fine opportunity to estimato

the strength of Spiritualism , if all who accept it as their

religion are prepared to state this fact on the census paper .

We agree that some idea of the declared adherents may be

reached in this way, but it has to be remembered that there

are many people (such as members of the Church of Eng

land ) who would not describe Spiritualism as their religion ,

though they freely adroit the truths of Spiritualism .

>

*

* * *

* *
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The “ Daily Mail” of the 15th instant contains an article ,

entitled “ The Church and Spiritualism ,” giving quotations

from Lady Glenconner's book , " The Earthen Vessel,

relation to the importance of Spiritualism to the Church ,

and then proceeding to chronicle the fact of the investiga
tion of psychic phenomena now being carried on by the

General Assembly of the Church of Scotland .

At the British College on Monday last the Principal,

J. Hewat McKenzie, presided at the first of a series of Dis

cussion Classes dealing with " Problems of Psychic Science.'
Mr. McKenzie gave his views on a number of the funda

mental points, and then those present brought forward in

teresting views, which formed a basis for discussion . The

class, which affords a valuable medium for study and en

lightenment, will be resumed at the College on Monday next,

ر

* *

at 8 p.m.
* *

The exhibition of psychic photographs at the British Col.

lege has excited great interest, and those who have not seen

this large collection of remarkablo pictures should not miss
the present opportunity, especially as it affords a chance of

recognising some unknown " extras.” The exhibition is open

to -day ( Saturday) for the last time, and the hours are from
threo o'clock till seven o'clock .

* *

An elderly woman recently complained to the magis

trate at Thames Police Court that she was annoyed by a

ghost at the house in which she lodged , a ghost that used

"most awful language.” The magistrate, wno may have been

reading the Vale Owen Script, remarked : “ That is very

interesting , because we have recently been told that the

next world is not so perfect as wo had been led to believe

it might be . ' He said , however, that Metropolitan magis

trates had no jurisdiction over ghosts, and referred the

woman to societies and eminent men who took an interest in

such matters .
* *

The Paris correspondent of “ The Times'' says, “ Now

that M. Deschanel is entirely restored to health and active

life the ' Gaulois ' finds the moment appropriate for recording

a curious prophecy of the former President which was pub

lished in a review as far back as 1901. The cheiromantiso
wrote : 'He will reach the summit, that is to say, the first

ļank , with this superb star, an excessively rare sign, which
is written on his right hand on the root of his index finger.'

The hand, however, also showed signs of threats : " He has

much to fear from journeys and accidents while travelling.

But his coolness and robust constitution will save him .

The interrupted lifeline is joined togetherby a square, an
absolute sign of triumph and danger conquered .'

Chicago has become interested in an exhibition of psychic

pictures of Egypt executed by a Mrs. Field . They consist

of Egyptian figures, symbols and scenes, while the artist

states that she knows nothing of Egypt or of symbols or art

there .

So far as the artist is concerned, she says : “ I just put

my pencil on the paper and my hand moves along without

any effort on my part. I have no idea what I am going to

draw until the picture is finished, and even then I do not

know the meaning of the symbols, which others seem to

understand readily. I am perfectly conscious when I draw ,

but do not know how I do it. I have never studied draw

ing , and can't do anything but these things. I don't know

what inspires me. I don't believe in Spiritualism , and

although many people have told me the pictures are made

by an Egyptian ghost working through me, I do not believe

them . "
* * +

Mrs. Field started drawing these strange pictures ter

years ago without any preparation. Museum curators and

Egyptologists say the drawings are perfect specimens of

Egyptian art with favour, technique, and symbolistic detail

not to be found anywherein modern art. They are said to

bo true to tho Rameses period .

*

>

We have received a circular announcing the formation in

Glasgow ofa Society for Psychical Research for that City.
The work of the society, it is stated , is to be purely that of

investigation, the members being committed to no definito
opinions on the subject of psychic phenomena . The list of
office bearers of the new Society is a distinguished one, Mr.

A. J. Balfour appearing as President, and the Vice -Presi

dents including Lord Sands, Professor Latta and Dr. Neil

Munro. Tho Hon . Secretary is Miss Margaret Irwin ; of 58 ,
Renfield -strect, Glasgow .

" Christian Spiritualist" writes in the “ Hastings

Observer” : “May I hero add what is my firm conviction

that true Spiritualism and Christianity are twin sisters and

cannot be separated with success , and I hopo to seo the time
arrive when every Christian is a Spiritualist and every

Spiritualist a Christian . ”
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HUMAN SURVIVAL.

A VERIFIED CASE OF DIRECT EVIDENCEBY PHOTOGRAPHY

AND MESSAGES.

BY ESTELLE W. STEAD. .

cousin , Mrs. Smyth , couvincing evidence of his presence with

her,and details of the manner of his passing, before it was

possible for such details to have been known to anyone in

England.

The following is Miss Knight's account of what happened :

"On hearing that my brotherhad been dangerously wounded

I went over to France , and he passed over aboutfour hours

after I arrived, never having regained consciousness . The

actual time of his passing over .was five minutes past twelve

on September 11th . My cousin , Mrs. Smyth, with

whom I was living at the time, received about two o'clock

on Wednesday, September 11th , my wire saying " Geoff.

passed away last night.” Soon after she felt a strong desire

to write. Shehad no knowledge of how or where he had been

wounded, or that he was unconscious and did not know me,

butthe desire to write was so strong that she got paper and

pencil with the following result" :

September 11th , 1918. 3.35 p.m.

" Mona, are you there ?” (Mona is Mrs. Smyth's Guide .

a.m.

Tho psychic photograph reproduced on this page was ob
tained at the " W. T. Stead" Bureau * on November 12th ,

1920. I was the sitter, and Mrs. Dean was the operator . My

wish , as I sat for the exposure, was that some picture might

be given that would bring proof and comfort to loved ones
here. When the plate was developed the face shown here

appeared. I did not recognise it , and felt sorry, knowing

that it was meant for someone, and fearing that it would

remain amongst the many " unrecognised ." The photo was

given on Friday, November 12th , and on the following Tues

day I dined and spent the evening with my friend Mrs.

Smyth .

Just before leaving the Bureau I felt impressed to take

some of the prints ofthe psychic photographs we had been

receiving,as I knew that Mrs. Smyth would be interested to

see them . I took this one amongst the others. At dinner, Mrs.

Smyth told me of a strange experience which her cousin had

had a few days before , and later on I shall relate it in.her

cousin's own words. Mrs. Smyth who, in the past, has had

some wonderful messages through automatic writing , but

has lately abandoned this method, said that she felt a great

impulse to write , because she was certain that thereWas

someone there, very excited about something, who wanted
to communicate through her hand. After dinner I showed

her the photographs I had brought with me. When I passed

her this particular one she exclaimed, without a moment's

hesitation :

" Why, this is my cousin, Geoffrey Knight, it is a splendid
likeness . He was shot through the forehead, and there is

the mark . "

" Are you absolutely certain it is he?" I said .

'Absolutely, but see, in order to giveyou still greater

proof, I will put all the photos you bave brought together
and show them to mother.'

She did this, and her mother, who was not in the room at

the time, on being shown the photos, exclaimed, when she

came to this one, " However did you get this splendid

photograph of Geoffrey ?' ' Tho photograph was at once re
cognised the next day by his sister, who wrote to me as

follows about the photograph and the strange experience
referred to above :

Joan (Mrs. Smyth) has just been;and she has given me
that wonderful photo of my dear Geoff . Thereis abso

lutely no mistaking it, and he hasn't altered one little bit.

I now begin to understand a strango experience I had a

shortwhilo ago ; the date being October the 26th , and the

time between one o'clock and half -past. I had just finished

my lunch in an A.B.C. shop, and had started to read the

paper , feeling pleased to think that I still had half-an

hour before going back to work. I could not read ; and

something seemed to compel me to go for a walk . I didn't

want to ; but I felt I had to go , and thought to myself I

would walk up Kingsway . But 11o , I couldn't go that way,

I had to go towards Waterloo Bridge . When I got to the

steps leading to the Embankment that same feeling of
being compelled made nie go down . I turned towards

Charing Cross, but could not go on , and had to turn the

other way. I walked on slowly, wondering what was up ,

but every time I turned to goback I wasforced to go on ,

and then suddenly I felt free. I looked up, and saw the

plaque in memory of your father, and then I knew it

was Geoff . or some spirit who had brought me there, but

for what reason I could not imagine. I was going in for

au examination the next day, so took it that I was to be

helped . Now , of course, I see it was because of the photo !

It is wonderful, and such a joy to feel that they are
so part of one's life : I shall try to come to the Bureau

and will bring a photo of Geoff . to show you .

That this enforced visit to father's plaque had to do with

the photograph was confirmed by Geoffrey on tho Tuesday
evening of my visit, when , after recognising the photograph,
Mrs. Smyth took paper and pencil , and after a little while,
Geoffrey gave the following message : ---

" Tell old Kat that I took her for that little ranible to

cheer her up a bit, quite a good show . She got the start of

her lifo when she saw Stead's photo, but I wanted to get

her thoughts on the Bureau . Some photo that.

bucked ! '

Lieut. G. St. J.Knightdied of gunshot wound in the

kead on September 11th , 1918 , at Wimereus, France, and
on the very day of his passing he was able to give to his

This Bureau was established by the late W. T. Stead

for the purpose of bringing consolation to the bereaved by

affording them opportunities of communicating with those
who had passed on. This work ho described as “ The most

important thing in the whole range of the possible achieve
mients of mortal man .' The 'Bureau was opened on April

24th , 1909, and last year moved to new and important

premises in Baker -street.

I am

LIEUT. G. ST . J. KNIGHT

and his Psychic portrait obtained orer two years after

he fell in the Great War: ' Note the bulled wound in

the foreheud of the Psychic Extra .

Mona, after signing her name in her own peculiar way.

wrote as follows) :

" Yes, I am here in answer to your thought. I have been

with your cousin in answer to your wish . You are doing

good , dear, by your strong thought .”

" Where is Geoffrey now , Mona ?!!
" He is liere, why not ? He was killed really at once, the

cord was severed really . He didn't get rid of his earthly

body for some time, but hesuffered no pain . He is splendidly

alive, and will help, I think. He is pleased to be over.

(He lived exactly a week after he was shot , and had one

day's clear consciousness .)

The writing then changed; and in a very faint writing
came the words:

" I am here. Will you give old Kat my love . Say I was

awfully glad_to seo her, but sorry she had the bother of

coming, for I was out of my rotten old body a long time

igo.

“ Geoffrey, dear, I'm glad, awfully glad, you are writing.

Tell me, why you got here, what made you come?"

*

رو
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see .

"Your thought, old girl ; I felt it all around . It was

good of you to give me so much thought, it helps . Why, I

came right away, for I knew old Kat would worry no end.

It's a weird experience this, but I am liking it very much,

and am going to continue to disturb the Bosche a lot yet.

I feel awfully fit, nothingthe matter with my head now , feel

as fit as a fiddle and lots besides . I am so glad you thought

of writing. Old Mona Young is a great woman , came along

and took me under her wing, said , ' Youare Geoffrey ? I
said , Yes, that's my name.' She said, “Joan has sent out

lots of thoughts to you, and has asked me to get hold of

you.' I said, 'All right .' So we came along, don't know how ,
and here we are.

"Just where are you , Geoffrey ? ”

"I am here, feeling you . I'll make you feel me, you'll

" Do, please , Geoffrey."

"Youare to take out your handkerchief, and put it over

your left hand .”

" What do you want me to do that for, Geoffrey ? ”

" I want to try and take it off.”

(He did not succeed , and then began signing his name,

and continued to do so until it began to , resemble his usual

signature. At first it kept coming out Geoffrey St. J.
Knight, but it did not please him until he got it his usual

way, Geoffrey S. J. Knight, no " t!! to the S. He then con
tinued writing as follows) :

" It's quite all rightwith me, tell old Kat this . I am

going to be jolly busy, but am having a short leave, as it

rere, getting used to things over on this side, but it is

really muchthe same, and everybody is in khaki humming
round, and the noise is something awful. Will tell you all

about my corps, fine set of chaps, and Trapoo (his tank ),

good old girl," shedidsomejolly good work, and is still going

strong. Sorry , of course , I got nabbed just when I did , but

had to give a squint, and there you are, got it right in

the forehead, did all sorts of things with my cranium .”

( This is just what happened . He told the nurse at the hos

pital that he just looked through the peephole for a second

and the bullet got him .) " I was á goner all right, straight

from the start. Knew when I was hauled out of the 'Old

Girl' I'd never walk mother earth again . I was around all

the time at the hospital, couldn't leave my old carcase for

a long time, but a while ago felt suddenly all right , and then

discovered Í was dead. It's a funny life this , here to -day,

gone to -morrow , but can't get awayfrom yourself. I'm just

the same, filled with the same thoughts, see the funny side

a lot. Am going about the place,but shan't have much time .

We are allbooked to give a hand as soon as we get over, so

there is not much play for any of us, it's work all the time.

Thanks, old girl, for your thoughts, they have helped
mo all right. So long, love to you all, and don't worry over

me, I'm all right, and as fit as a fiddle.”' (He then signed

his name “Geoffrey S. J. Knight.” )

She gradually became communicativo, and told me how

she came to take the first photograph.

Asked where the fairies came from, she replied that
she did not know.

" Did you see them come?" I asked ; and on receiving
an affirmative reply, suggested that she must have noticed
where they came from.

Miss Wright hesitated, and laughingly answered , “ I
can't say .” She was equally at a loss to explain where

they went after dancing near her , and was embarrassed

when I pressed for a fuller explanation . Two or three ques

tions went unanswered , and my suggestion that they must

have “ simply vanished into the air ” drew the monosyllabic

reply, “ Yes .” They did not speak to her, she said , nor

did she speakto them .

When she had been with her cousin she had often seen

them before. They were only kiddies when they first saw

them , she remarked, and did not tell anybody.

“ But ,”! I went on, “ it is natural to expect that a child ,

seeing fairies for the first time, would tell its mother."

Her answer was to repeat that she did not tell anybody .

The first occasion on which the fairies were seen, it trans

pired , was in 1915 .

In reply to further questions, Miss Wright said she had
seen them since and had photographed them, and the

plates were in the possession of Mr. Gardner. Even after

several prints of the first lot of fairies had been given to

friends , she did not inform anybody that shehad seen them

again . The fact that nobody else in the village had seen

them gave her no surprise . She firmly believed that she

and her cousin were the only persons who had been

fortunate, and was equally convinced that nobody else

would be . “ If anybody else were there,” she said , " the
fairies would not come out."

Further questions put with the object of eliciting, a

reason for that statement were only answered with smiles

and a final significant remark , “ You don't understand .”

Miss Wright still believes in the existence of the fairies ,

and is looking forward to seeing them again in the coming

so

..

summer .

Miss Wright embodied a wealth of wisdom in her simple

words, “ You don't understand.''

THE USES OF OPPOSITION .

By F. C. WINCHESTER .

FAIRY PHOTOGRAPHS.

INTERVIEW WITH THE GIRL WITH THE CAMERA.

occurrences .

The photographs of fairies in Yorkshire, first mentioned
by Sir A. Conan Doyle in an article in the " Strand Maga

zine' for December , still continue to excite the utmost
interest in the Press . Sir Arthur, in order to shield the

family, refrained from giving the names of the girls who

obtained the pictures, nor did he state the exact locality.

In these days ofpublicity, however, it is difficult to keep
things hidden, and so we were not surprised to find thatthe
girlshad been discovered . A contributor to the “ West

minster Gazetto" has been up in Yorkshire studying the

problem at first hand.

The particular " fairyland" is a picturesque little spot

off the beaten track, two or three miles from Bingley.
Here is a small village called Cottingley, almost hidden in

a break in the upland, through which tumbles a tiny

strean , known as Cottingley Beck , on its way to the Airc,
less than a "mile away: The " heroine" of Sir Conan

Doyle's story is Miss Elsie Wright, who resides with her

parents at 31 , Lynwood-terrace. The little stream runs
past the back of the house, and the photographs were

taken not more than a hundred yards away. When Miss

Wright made the acquaintance of the fairies she was ac

companied by her cousin, Frances Ealing, who resides at
Dean-road, Scarborough.

One photograph, taken by Miss Wright in the summer of

1917 , whenshe was sixteen , shows her cousin , then a child

of ten, with a group of four fairies dancing in the air before

her, and in the other , taken some months afterwards, Elsie,

seated on thegrass, has a quaintognome dancing beside her.

The writer proceededto Bradford, and there interviewed
Miss Wright at the factory where she was working .

She is a tall, slim girl , with a wealth of auburn hair,

through which a narrow gold band , circling her head, was

entwined .

Like her paronts, she just said she had nothing to say

about the photographs, and, singularly enough , used the

same expression as her father and mother-_“ I am led up '
with tho thing .”

Several times recently I have taken part in controversies

over Spiritualism in the public Press, in which I have argued

for its reality, against famous Rationalists, also Christians
( twice in public debate) .

It gives me great pleasure to respond to a request from

the Editor that I shall supplement in Light some remarks

I recently made on the subject in the pages of a London

evening journal.

The opponents of Spiritualism have done a great deal in

spreading it. They have themselves admitted the reality of

the phenomena. In every Christian attack upon it which I

have read , whether proceeding from a Protestant or Roman

Catholic, the reality is placed beyond doubt,

The Press is now constantly giving accounts of occult

Such a severe critic as Mr. Arthur Machen

(who calls Spiritualistic phenomena “ Methylated Spirits ” )

related in the first number of “ John o ' London's Weekly.”

how , at a circle formed at a social gathering just to pass

the time, one of the sitters was unexpectedly controļled .

The same writer, who was furious over the literal accept

ance of his story of " The Angels of Mons,” bas since given

to the world an equally wonderful story of the sea , called

“ Drake's Drum ." He tells us that when the German Fleet

was on its way to surrender to the British , our naval people

were very sceptical, and took the necessary precautions.
A few minutes before the actual surrender, without any

instructions, a drum was heard to play on board our Ad

miral's ship . A strict search was made, without finding the

player, and so thoroughly was the matter investigated, and

so strict was the discipline that there could not have been

any human agency . As soon as the surrender was an accom

plished fact , the drum stopped as mysteriously as it began .

Mr. Machen writes as though he actually believes the story.

Mr. G.K.Chesterton, too, admits supernatural appearances,
but calls them “ turnip ghosts. The mere fact that critics

are trying to explain the phenomena” proves their exist

You cannot explain " nothing," neither can " nothing "

be dangerou

If Spiritualism is dangerous, there must be powerful
forces at the back of it , or inside it .

You cannot deceive people for long ; unreality must soon

pass away .

I am extremely glad that Light is doing what it can to
give Spiritualism a religious interpretation , and to persuade

Christianity and Spiritualism to go hand in hand .

3

ence ,

.

AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR PSYCHICAL RESEARCH .--- Tho London

Spiritualist Alliance , Ltd., is representing tho American

S.P.R., will be pleased to receive and welcome members of

the American Society who may be visiting London .
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PSYCHIC PHOTOGRAPHY :

EXPERIENCE AND EXPERIMENT.

THE METODS OF THE UNSEEN OPERATORS. .

BY THE REV. CHAS . L. TWEEDALE

(Vicar of Weston , Otley, Yorks . )
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A careful investigation and

examination of existing psychic

photographs makes itclear, as

I have previously pointed out in

book , " Man's Survival

After Death , page 430, et

seq . , and more fully in the 3rd

edition now in the pross, that

the spiritual beings — the excar

nate intelligences--engaged in

the production of these psychic

pictures are not confined to one

method, but like mortals - in

carnate intelligences — can use

several methods for the produc

tion of a picture or portrait.

The methods employed appear

to lie under the following three

heads .

1. -DIRECT PORTRAITURE .

The Rev. C. L. TWEEDALE, The observed phenomena of

Vicar of Weston , Yorks. materialisation show

clusively that the discarnate,
or excarnate, spirit can clothe

itself with grosser matter in varying degrees of solidity

extending from the mist-like atmo-plasma, through the
dough -liko pachy -plasma,up to an absolute solidity similar

to that of human flesh. Evidently tho assuming of sufficient

solidity to reflect enough light to be recordable by lens and
sensitive plate is a matter of degree, and well within the

scope of the observed phenomena. Obviously this method

is possible, and I believe that some of the results are obtained

in this way, and are to all intents and purposes direct

portraits. The pictures obtained by Schrenck-Notzing and

Mme. Bisson, of the husband of the latter and of another

of the Bisson family, both deceased, seem to be instances

of the employment of this method, with a partial materialisa
tion . The degree of naterialisation, however, may, range

from invisibility and intangibility to normal human sight

and touch , up through the normal visible etherialisation,
to the solid materialisation, such asthat exhibited by Katie
King , and photographed by Sir William Crookes. These

objective figures, when invisible to normal vision, are often

visible to , and their objectivity evidenced by, external clair
voyant vision . Prolonged experience and observation of

the clairvoyance frequently manifested by my wife have

corivinced me that clairvoyance must be classed under two
heads: (1 ) External clairvoyance ; ( 2) Internal clairvoyance.

In External Clairvoyance the impression gained isthat the
figure seen is wholly external to the observer. The figure

is seen to move about naturally and often heard to speak,

the lips of the figure being seen to move at the sametime.

Sometimes the figure is seen to touch or point to things

in the room , and the whole impression gained is that the

figure is an independent objective personality. Moreover,
on shutting the eyes or covering them with the hand or

other opaque object, the figure ceases to be visible like any

other material object in the room , but is again seen when

the eyes are opened, or the hand or opaque screen with

drawn, proving conclusively that the figure is external to

the eye of the observer . I havo often been present when

my wife has had this experience. Internal clairvoyance

differs from the above in being apparently not a direct

objective, view , but the result of an image cast upon the

retina of the eye, probably froin some kind of screen
transparency materialised within the eye. In this kind of

clairvoyance the vision persists and the figure continues to

be seen , sometimes for quite a long period , when the eye

lids are closed or when the eyes aro covered with the hands

or other opaque objects, showing clearly that in this case

the vision is internal to the eye and not a direct objective
view , but produced by intermediate means. I have often

witnessed this experience in the case of my wife.

2. - DIRECT PICTURE PHOTOGRAPHY.

Just as one might place an oil painting , or other picture

of the relative or friend of a sitter close by his side, and

then photograph both sitter and picture, so it is possible
for tho excarnate spirit operators to construct, or depict ,

a representation , or picture, of a relative or other person ,

or of some symbol, and place it near the sitter so as to bú

photographed with him . This method may also be evidenced

by externalclairvoyance , and the photographic imageof
the psychic picture may be produced by the same lens , and

by the same exposure, as the image of the sitter .

3.-Psychic SCREEN ON TRANSPARENCY .

Shortly after Miss Estelle Stead had obtained psychic

photograplis of her father at Crewo in October, 1915, she

sent me copies. These showed the face of the late W. T.

Stead , one about life size; on the right hand side of Miss

Stead, the other, much larger, and half covering her body.
I at once carefully examined them witha lens and madetwo

discoveries . Firstly, that the larger picture of Mr. Stead .

was an exact duplicate of the smaller one. Both pictures

showed the face of Mr. Stead surrounded with a fibrous

ring of whiteness, looking so exactly like a ring of cotton
wool that I at once dubbed it " the cotton wool effect." Not

only was the exact similarity to be seen in the features, but

every fibre of the "wool" was exactly reproduced in the

larger picture. It was at once perfectly evident that both

pictures of Mr. Stead's face had been produced from some

sort of film or plate, in the case of the smaller picture

apparently used in close contact, and in that of the larger

used at some distance (as in an enlarging camera ).

On carefully examining the larger picture with the lens

I was astonished to noto a distinct screen effect exactly

like that seen in a magazine print from a photo process

block. At first I thought it might be due toastriated
grain in the thin card on which the photo was printed , but

examination of the other side of the card, and also of

other parts of the photo surface, showed me that this was
not the case.

I must confess that in 1915 this seemed a very suspicious
case , but beyond mentioning it to a few intimato friends

I did not set forth the factspublicly until Maroh 9th, 1918 ,

when I drew attention to them in an article published in
LIGHT for that date. There I say: " One shows a face near

the sitter's head, the other exactly the same face, but en

larged so as to cover half the șitter's body. Every fibre of

the 'wool ' is exactly duplicated in the larger picture, and

every mark and blotch on the face is enlarged and repro

duced also . In this larger picture the screen' effect is
seen perfectly all across the face of the 'extra . The con

clusion that the ordinary photographer would come to would

be that both 'extras' hadbeenintroduced from a carefully

prepared plate . ' In conclusion , I said : " Psychic photo

graphy is a fact, but its phenomena are varied.

On December 20th , 1015 , two months after Miss Stead

obtained the photographs ofher father, I had the privilege

of taking, spontaneously, and at a moment's notice, the

photograph of an apparition which my wife saw clair

voyantly . Full details were published shortly afterbothin
the newspapers and in nearly all the psychic publications,
and we made an affidavit of the facts before a Commissioner.

These two cases of Miss Stead and my Weston photo illus

trate perfectly the psychic transparency method employed
by excarnate spirit intelligences for the production of these

pictures.
This consists in the materialisation of a kind of film

which is apparently transparent, and acts exactly as a
transparent positive would do in printing in or introducing

a negative effect on to the photographic plate. The prin

ciple employed is apparently exactly the same as that used

in producing internal clairvoyance (vide antea). This film ,
or transparency, is not only used in the productionof psycho
graphs in the interiorof unopened boxes of plates held

between the psychic's hands, but is also employed within the
camera, or slide, being apparently easily materialised there

under thefavourable conditions of darkness. It is generally

placed close to the surface of the plate and so produces a
negative of normal size . In other cases it is probably used

in much the same way as it would be in an enlarging

camera, i.e., at some distance from the plate, and so pro

duces an enlarged picture . The Stead case shows this

double use of the psychic transparency beautifully .
transparency is often similar in size and shape to the

negative photo plate , having definitely square corners and

straight sides, just like an ordiary film or plate .
Shortly after the taking of the Westonphoto in 1915, I

noticed on the negative two straight lines down one side

and along the bottom , about three-eighths and five-sixteenths

inch from the edge of the negative . These lines meet at

the bottom of the plate in a sharp definite rectangle . An

enlargement of the negative shows tliese lines very clearly

and sharply .. At first, when concentrating on the extra ,

one did not attend to them much , but afterwards one

puzzled over them a good deal, and finally concluded tha

they were some sort of reflection from the side and top of

the box -shaped hand camera in which thephoto was taken.

though I had never seen similar effects on other plates

exposed in it. This was in 1916. This sharp rectangle and

two straight lines represent the corner and edges of the

psychic screen or transparency iysed by the spirit or ex

carnate intelligence to produce the picture on the plate

The transparency has not registered perfectly with the

negative plate, and so has shown the side and corner

Furthermore, in this case, it has not been applied or hele

steadily,buthas inoveddownward during the exposure abou

- # thirty-second of an inch in the enlarged negative, th

result being a somewhat misty image of the bearded man

This shift of the transparency is perfectly

distinct double line or edge in the enlarged negative;;
have another example of this in one of Hope's in whic

the extras are rather " fou " or cloudy. Examination wit

a lens reveals the edges of the psychic transparency i
double or triple lines, showing that the psychic trans

F:arency has oscillated or wavered, so to speak; during th

application; thus producing the double and triple lines a

the edge, and consequent haziness of the image of th

extras . This, by the way, is good proof thatthesefoxtras

are not the result of " faking ," as a fraudulent operato

would be more careful than to get three-eighths of an inc

This

or

.

seen as
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THE PSYCHIC SENSES AND WHAT

WE KNOW OF THEM .

By F. E. LEANING .

He says

wrong in his register and to allow his transparency to wave

about, even if he got the chance to practise such a fraud,

which he does not under the conditions in which these

pictures are often obtained. Even if he did get the chance
it would not explain recognition of the extras, especially

when no photo or picture of the recognised person has

ever been taken during the earth life. Mr. Fred Barlow ,
who has had the privilege of examining a large number

ofMr. Hope's negatives, informs me that the edges of the

psychic transparency are observable on quité a number of

them . Of course in cases where the transparency is accu

rately applied, or is larger than the plate, its use cannot

bo detected . In some cases when the cotton wool effect'

is introduced , this ring of nebulous whiteness probably

forms the edge of the transparency, and here again , may

conceal its use.

All three methods are evidently the result of materialisa

tion phenomena in varying degree. In No. 1 it is material
isation of the face , form , andraiment; in No. 2 the material

isation of the picture or model ; in No. 3 the materialisation
of the transparency.

STEREOSCOPIC CAMERA EXPERIMENTS.

Premising that in Baron Von Schrenck -Notzing's mate
rialisation photographs the employment of stereoscopic and

other cameras, some placed within the cabinet, have proved,

photographically, the three dimensional nature of the
materialisations witnessed by him and his colleagues, it is

now necessary to refer to other experiments with the
stereoscopic camera .

As far back as 1893 Mr. Traill Taylor, experimenting

with David Duguid , used a stereoscopic camera.

( "British Journal of Photography, ” March 17th , , 1893),

speaking of the conditions ho imposed : “ I proposed to set

a watch on my own camera in the guise of a duplicate one

of the samefocus - in other words, I would use a binocular

stereoscopic camera . This he did , and he records that

"whatever was produced on one half of the stereoscopic

plates was produced on the other." He found, however,

that the image of the “ extra '' was flat and not stereoscopic ,

and that it varied slightly in position on the two halves

of the plate. From this he argued that the images of the

extra had not only not been produced simultaneously with

those of the sitters , but also had not been produced by the
lens at all ( i.e., from an object exterior to the camera) .

Mr. Fred Barlow , experimenting with Mrs. Deane , has

on several occasions, when using an ordinary camera and
an additional stereoscopic simultaneously, found

repeatedly that an extra was produced in the single camera ,

but none in either half of the stercoscopic camera .

In December last Mr. Charles Lyle, an expert photo.

grapher, using a stereoscopic camera at the same time as

air. Hope used his single camera, found in the first set

of simultaneous exposures that an extra was obtained only

in Mr. Hope's camera over which he held his hand when

he made the exposure . On the second set of exposures Mr.

Hope exposed the stereoscopic plate, holding his hand over

that camera , and Mr. Lyle exposed Hope's camera plate .

This time no result appeared in Hope's camera , but an

" extra” was found on one half of thestereoscopic camera .

This case is reportedby Mrs. Hewat McKenzie.
The above three cases are illustrations of the employ

ment of the psychic transparency, apparently materialised,
within the camera or slide, and formed from material drawn

from the psychic, producing a picture entirely independent
of the lens, and which is not directly objective .

This kind of psychic photograph may be produced in

some cases simultaneously with that of the sitter, being

printed through the transparency by the light_passing in at

the lens when the normal exposure is made. In other cases

it may be an independent psychic exposure using other

sources of luminosity . In any case it is best not to speak

of these transparency effects as the result of a “ double

exposure ,” as this term conveys a false idea to the general

public. ' A far better term is " independent psychic im

pression," which I suggest be used in preference.

ness .

camera

over

1.-SIGHT (continued ).

DISTANT CLAIRVOYANCE,

Thirty years ago clairvoyance was classed by an eminent

scientist , Max Dessoir, along with telepathy , and animal

magnetism , as among phenomena not yet generally recog

nised . Within the last two years three writers of repute,

Dr. W. McDougall, Sir W.F. Barrett, and Professor Emile

Boirac, have admitted them respectively as having won an

established foothold . The stormy period which lies between

the discovery of new truth and its recognition is not over,

but it is far advanced . For some it lies far behind them .

And in surveying the evidence for the exercise of psychic

sight at a distance we find a much wider field of examples

than in that for " direct ” or for crystal vision , chiefly be

cause we can approach all races of men and all times in the

world's history for them . In our own times clairvoyance is

sometimes denied a separate existence, and treated as a divi

sion of telepathic phenomena. The fact of overlapping is
very apparent when making a study of the two, but it is be

• cause of the emergence of various instances which cannot in

reason be considered telepathic that we can separate a cer

tain class as distinctively that of psychic sight and nothing

else . A fair number of persons have been foundto develop

the senso under hypnotism , and as such results lend them,

selves to experimental reproduction and aro usually carefully
recorded, we find the majority of cases here. But not in the

pages of our great hypnotists, which present a barren record

of failure and sneers. After the middle of last century this

particular lamp of knowledge was kept alive only by the

sympathy and encouragement of the Society for Psychical

Research, and to it have come from all parts of tho world

--from Australia, the United States , France, Sweden , and

other countries-reports of patient and long -continued ob

servations of this wonderful power. Apart from this witness

of modern science, as already said , it may bo traced as oc

curring in the natural sensitive all down the ages, or as
making a spasmodic appearance in the normal individual

under certain conditions of health , circumstance, or conscious

With so wide an area to draw upon , it is desirable

to follow the precedent of various writers, and make use of

some principle of limitation ; and since in its enormous

reach of superiority its physical counterpart, it

knows no barriers of space, we take the illusory but conve

nient one of time, and confine ourselves to veridical scenes

or events coinciding with the moment of vision .

HYPNOTIC CLAIRVOYANCE.

The various series of experiments with people under hyp

notism are too numerous and perhaps too well known to need

repetition in detail. No cases which are ill-supported , or
ambiguous as to classification, need be called in to swell the

available evidence. The general procedure has been to re

quire the hypnotised subject to “ see” and describe some place

wholly unknown to him ; if known to the operator or anyone

present, tho unforeseen activities of any persons are the
crucial point; or if the persons are known, they are re
quested to do something beyond the range ofreasonable

surmise , or to prepare some object or arrangement of objects,

unknown to anyone concerned at the clairvoyant's end . The

unexpected and the accidental have sometimes played a valu.
able part in such experiments, as when a son has received

a description of his mother in a house which he was ignorant
of her having moved into , or a servant has seen the horses

of unexpected visitors in a distant stable. Some of the

famous clairvoyants of last century, whose powers were

studied by doctors and physiologists, are still themost pro

fitable subjects of study . The names of Emma ( Dr. Haddock ),

Jane (Dr. F., and Mrs. T. Myers) , Fannie (Dr. Wiltse) ,

Agda (Dr. Backman ), and others, call up before the student

vistas of travels in spirit to far-off towns and cities, oron
board ships, of cathedrals, of beautiful objects in exhibitions
or royal palaces, of gardens and houses, of many a house

hold interior with its occupants going about their quiet
duties or social pleasures , of the Arctic or tho tropical

regions, of the sick , the dead , the wrong-doing, and all the
restless tides of life.” The existence of the faculty once ese

tablished, the interest concentrates on a study of results.
One such seems to be that psychic sight shares with the

physical the power of being deceived byappearances. When

Dr. F.'s Jane described the stout gentleman sitting with a

glass of brandy and water and newspapers before him , she

observed that he took no supper when his companion had
hers. And this was natural, for he was made of cushions;

but Jane did not discern this, though she was a great dis
cerner of the moral condition of those about her , Contrast

this with the cases repeatedly observed of autognosis, or the
power of seeing the interior of the body , which Dr. Albert

Moll tells us was often used in Paris in his day . In an .

other case , reported to Dr. Backman , however, the subject,

who was searching in a house at night for sleeping children,

was not misled either by the operator's belief or his own

expectation, but showed impatience at discovering a doll

instead, On the other hand , in an experiment of his own

Christian !”

GOING through a bundle of London newspapers for a

single day of last week we found that only one of them

failed to contain any reference to Spiritualism . We felt

almost sorry for this particular journal, and thought of the

story of the small boy who, seeing a pictureof the Chris
tians being thrown to the lions in the Roman arena, re
marked sorrowfully : " One poor little lion hasn't got a

THE CHAPELS AND PsychIC SCIENCE.--Mrs. Barbara Mc

Kenzie, on Sunday afternoon last,addressed a meeting of

the Leytonstone Men's Christian Society, connected with

the Leytonstono Congregational Church, on " The Problem
of a Future Life . Basing her address on the knowledge

gained through many years study of psychic science,Mrs.
McKenzie held that the main problem was solved as far as
Spiritualists

wero concerned , although this discovery only

brought other problems into view . The knowledge thus

obtained became,she said , an inspiration to right living and

service for humanity, and religious bodies would find it a

most useful ally in their spiritual work. A very freo discus

sion followed,showing that a number of the members had
some acquaintance theoretically at least, with the subject.

A hearty invitation wasgiven to the speaker to deal with

the subject more fully on another ocoasion ,
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red flannel: drawers. This little detail, nowhere reported

in the Press at the time, was confirmed nearly twenty years

afterwards by it member of his bodyguard writing of that

part of tho campaign in the .“ Atlantic Monthly , " who thus

provided independent corroboration.

Finally there is the sudden flash of clairvoyance which
comes perhaps once in a lifetime and is connected with some

crisis in the life of another . But here the fact emerges pro

minently that a strong emotional and therefore telepathic

rapport often exists, and seems to be the sine qua non of

the clairvoyant power showing itself. The wife of the market

gardener, Mrs.Èdden , who suddenly saw her husband fight.

ing for his life one autumn night, as she stood ironing

(" Phantasms,”' II . , 586), or the mother who witnessed her

sons' danger in a mountain climb (Lombroso, p . 23, 4 ), or

the sister who saw her brother swept over the ship's side by

a towing line (Myers , I., 282) were in each case, and numer

ous others like them, the persons who nad the most right,

so to speak , to see such things. The first and last belong

to the great class of apparitions at death , and as such would
be classed as telepathic, but they have been selected because

they fulfil the condition which Sir A. C. Doyle has suggested

as a criterion of clairvoyant seeing, that is--the presence

of accessories or background. When William Edden was

attacked , he may wellhave sent a flying thought of peril to

his wife , but she saw one of his assailants as well, and bis

weapon, and recognised him . He was afterwards executed.

Mrs. Paquet , again , saw ' part of the ship's side and noted

the way her brother's trousers were turned up, showing the

lining ; not details which would be in a man's mind at such

a time. Whether they provo clairvoyance on her part or

not must be according to the reader's judgment; butSir W.

F. Barrett and other authorities who quote this case have

considered that they do .

(To be continued .)
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with Alma, although able to see a room-unknown to her aud
to describe with accuracy some of the furniture, a stranger's

dress, attitude, and appearance, and a curious “ test”'
object hung on the chandelier, shio yet failed to discover that

there wero six persons and not only threo present . Tho

theory of telepathic clairvoyance is perfectly sound within

its own limits , but where it breaks down we are justified in

accepting the alternative of an independent faculty. Dobbie ,

for instance, could not by any means get his subjects to see

what he wanted them to , though he made many efforts to

do so ; and Dr. Wiltse , when his ignorant subject described

a piano , neither consciously nor subconsciously supplied her

with a knowledge of its use or its name.

MEDIUMISTIC CLAIRVOYANCE.

Turning from the visions of the hypnotised subject, we
find them closely paralleled in those of the naturally gifted
sensitive . But here we are on much more difficult ground

for the collection of data . There is now no body of trained

scientific operators with their notebooks, arrangements for
tests and verifications, skilled witnesses to compare notes

with , and so on . We leave the solid ground of experiment

for the much less stable element of the spontaneous and the

uncontrolled , and although we get similar phenomena the

amount of actually verified matter is considerably less . Dr.
Gleason, after sixteen years of experiment, said that the

number of persons with volitional control over their super..

normal senses was very few . There have been some like the

- late Vincent Turvey, who on a certain evening willed to see
what three of his friends were about, each in his own home

respectively , wrote down the results , and had them corrobo
rated ( Beginnings of Seership ,” p. 141 ) . This was excep
tional, however, like his unique phone-voyance" or seeing

through the telephone, which had the advantage of involving
a second person's testimony to its exercise . But with this

part of the subject there comes into view the long array of

lost or missing articles whose whereabouts have been seen

by mediums---missing wills , mislaid books, ship's papers,
bank -books, lost title -deeds, receipts , stolen pearls, gems,

.watches , rings, dogs, luggage , and, above all , missing people.
We remember Dr. Joire's story of Petersen's body, found on

the loneliest reach of an Alpine farm , the body of Lord

Balcarres scen by Miss Rowan Vincent, bodies swept down

rivers, or lying in the woods, or in the shallow waters of a

lake. During the war many a sad scene was presented to

the inward vision, which might be summed up in Tennyson's
lines :

" Blight and famine, plague and earthquake, roaring deeps

and fiery sands,

Clanging fights,and flaming towns, and sinking ships , and
praying hands. "

Only a small proportion of it all was ever recorded, still

less attested, but given the bona fides of the medium , the

real difficulty is that many see only in trance , and we can

not get quite such a clear-cut certainty of where the seeing

is their own and where some other agency may be concerned .

SPONTANEOUS CLAIRVOYANCE.

Space hardly does more than admit of a brief reference to

the three directions in which we find evidence of psychic

siglit occurring in the non -psychic and the unhypnotised.

One of these is where it is an accompaniment of bodily or

nervous disorder , as is the case (reported by Esdaile) of a

bed-ridden invalid who exclaimed, " What a nice rump-steak !
I will have some, as he saw it being taken in in the kitchen

below his bedroom . In vain it was objected that as the order

had been for mutton chops , he must be mistaken . He was

right ; as on another occasion when he saw his daughter

gathering strawberries from the wrong bed , though there was
no window even on that side of the house. The Dr. Gleason

· previously referred to , a New York hospital doctor , relates

of himself that he saw distinctly a room and the attitude

and condition of a person in it whom he had neither seen

nor heard of for a year , at a distance of 1,500 miles, and ex
changed written proof of the correctness of his vision . He

adds that both wero suffering from insomnia and cerebral

hyperæmia :at the time. Under this heading may be classed

the few cases of clairvoyance of the dying , such as that of

Albert Adams (“ Phantasms of the Living ” ), Dr. Wiltse

(Myers' Human Personality," II., 315 ), and the Rev. L.

J. Bertrand (Proceedings, S.P.R., VIII . , 194) . The second

and third classes are provided by normal and healthy persons

in the alternating conditions of sleeping and waking con
sciousness in which our lives are passed . Veridical dreams

form a small but very well established group of phenomena.

Flammarion , who carried out in France an enquiry similar

to our own Census of Hallucinations, gives over seventy

cases in two chapters ( ch . VII . and VIII . ) of “ The Unknown,"

and when the probably -telepathic element is sifted out, a

fair number remain whichcan safely be ascribed to sleeping

but trueclairvoyance. We have many English cases , but I
take an American one as perhaps less widely known. It

occurs in A. T. Jones' “ Psychic Autobiography” ( p. 110) .

She willed to see how it fared with General Sherman's army

during certain ansious days in the War of Secession . " I

had never, " she says, seen a picture of the general, nor a

bust , nor even read a line describing hịm ,'' but she saw him

most distinctly, standing in the middle of his tent, and

noted that " he wore two garments only'; a white shirt and

As hearty as

a school boy

When you see an elderly man eating his

dinner with the relish and enjoymentof a

school boy, watch him help himself to

mustard .

If it is not on the table he will very quickly ask

for it .

Those who acquire the habit of eating mustard

--of keeping their digestion keenand their appetite

young - will never be without this old-fashioned

British condiment .

Olman's
D.S.F. Mustard
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DIFFICULTIES OF SPIRIT INTERCOURSE,

J. L. Y. (Manchester) sends me a long letter stating his

difficulties, and with many details of his experiences. Such

letters are difficult to deal with here, where I am looking

for direct questions on specific subjects. I would refer him

to the answer to G. W. in Light of 8th inst ., which covers

a portion of the matter . For the rest I would counsel him

to keep a level head and always he master of any situation

in which he may find himself in his investigations. More.
over , it is to be remembered that not everyone is equipped

with qualities that make good psychical researchers, and

such persons if they interested would do better

to study the experiences of others, and reflect upon them .

There are difficulties and problems even for the wisest of us .

These are part of our carth training, but we can always

overcome them if we keep on our own path and meet each
as it comes.
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FAILURES IN SPIRIT COMMUNICATION.

" A Puzzled Inquirer" relates a case in which a spirit

communicator who claimed to be of a certain nationality was

apparently unable to reply to a question addressed to him

by a sitter in his own language. There is nothing new in a

case of this sort, although we admit it would be very dam

aging if there were not so many cases in which spirits speak

their own earth language quite fluently . As to the explana
tions of failure there are several likely causes . First, im

perfect mediumship , which does not permit the spirit to

express himself freely ; second, imperfect control. Some

spirit communicators work under the greatest difficulties

because they cannot get a sufficiently firm hold of the condi

tions to be manipulated, or, again, the spirit may be awk

ward at the work of control even in the best conditions, and

quite easily disconcerted by test experiments. A good un

derstanding of tlie processes of control, its subtle nature and
occasional tendency to be thrown out of gear by slight

causes sufficiently explains such failures as that recorded

by " A Puzzled Inquirer.”

PROBLEMS OF HEALING .

F.O. B. is puzzled by those cases of spirit healing in

which the patient suffered years of pain before being

cured, or was only partially cured, there being subsequent

relapses into the old conditions, or had other disorders which

remained untouched . Such cases raise questions to which

the wisest of us could only give conjectural answers. And,

indeed, the question touches by implication many other diffi
culties-as

-as to why, for instance, many of the evils we suffer

in this world , in mind, body or estate, are permitted to

go on unchecked when there is a Power that could cure

them instantly . The philosopher would say that all the

things that afflict us have a meaning and a purpose, and
cannot be remedied until we are sufliciently advanced to co

operate intelligently with the Spiritual Principle which

governs human life, and this may be the explanation. We
remember that Jesus Himself was limited by the spiritual

conditions of the people amongst whom He laboured. In

one case, He could do no mighty work “ because of their
unbelief." W there is ve in the Universe, but we

also know there is Law . When we know more of the Law

--or laws :--We shall be better able to understand some of

these apparent anoinalies or cases of securing injustice.

PSYCHIC MESSAGES,

To E. B. There are various methods ofobtaining psychic
communications, and the plan you mention is well known
and often adopted. There are many books dealing more

fully with the matter than I have space for here -- for ex

ample, Sir William Barrett's “ On the Threshold of the

Unseen . This and other books can be consulted in the

library of the London Spiritualist Alliance, or purchased at

this office. When the inquirer is sufficiently advanced he

can progress beyond these phases of psychic communications

by mechanical methods to the more direct methodsof im

pression and interior communion .

REINCARNATION.

Mr. A. Rosbak sends me a lengthy communication having

reference to previous remarks of mine on this subject . He

is struck by the phrase I used as to " literal interpretations”

of the idea which suggests that while not accepting the

cruder aspects of the doctrine, I may have an interpretation

of a mori esoteric kind. I can only speak for myself, for I

have observed that the reincarnation idea is held in a mul

titude of forms, and that one rarely comesacross two persons

who give the same presentation of it. There are curious

divergences of view . I can only say that there are many

spiritual mysteries which are quite beyond us , and which

when degraded into mundane forms, appear strangely dis

torted. I apprehend that this may be one of them , and

that there may be a meaning and reality in the idea behind

reincarnation which is only grotesquely set forth in the idea
that some modern Jones or Brown was Nero or Solon in his

previous embodiment on earth , or even some obscure Roman

or Greek. But these things after all are side-issues com

pared with the main principle of Spiritualism -- that man is

a spirit.
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SIDERIC PENDULUM.

M. M. BARRETT, who asks me where she can obtain full

instructions regarding the Siderio Pendulum , appears al
ready to have achieved considerable results with this me

dium . Perhaps an article on this subject in the “ Strand

Magazine " for August last year might give her some hints.

I would also refer her to a letter in Light of September

4th , 1920 , from Mr. Francis Vaish (36, Woodriffe-road , Ley

tonstone, E.1 ), who expresses his willingness to answer

inquiries from anyone who forwards a stamped and ad

dressed envelope for reply . Particulars of the Sideriç Pen

dulum will also be found in Sir William Barrett's " Psychi

cal Research ” (Home University Library ), though Sir Wil

liam states his belief that the person holdingthe ring is
unintentionally and unconsciously the source of the motion .

A WORK OF IMPORTANCE.A WORK OF

A CLOUD OF WITNESSES

BY

A N N A D E KO V EN

(Mrs. Reginald De Koven)

The late Dr. James H. Hyslop, who was the tion vouching for the bona fides and seriousness

secretary of the American Society for Psychical with which the investigations have been conducted

Research and had for many years personal know and the results recorded . He says : “ There is no

ledge of Mrs. De Koven and the principal persons reason why we should not regard the record as a

concerned in this record, contributes an introduc- valuable contribution to the evidence of survival."

POST FREE , 10/6.

To be obtained at the Olives of Light," 6, Queen Square, Southampton Row, London, W.C. 1 .
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“ LIGHT " COVER DESIGN COMPETITION.”X
NOW OPEN TO ALL READERS.

and it is expected that announcement will be made regard

ing an exhibition of all designs, at the offices of LIGHT,

the week following the publication of the winners' names.

In our next issue of Light we shall give further particulars

respecting this interesting competition .
5

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS .

H. Drew .-- If you will read the article again you will

observe that we made the logic of Mr. Clark conditional on

the truth of hispremiss, viz ., that the dead are asleep until

the day of Judgment. There is a very large " if" in the

matter .

TO-MORROW'S SOCIETY MEETINGS.

Those notices are confinod to announcements of mootings on the coming

Sunday, with the addition only of other engagements in the same

week. They are charged at the rate of 19. for twolines ( Including the

namo of the society) and 8d. for every additional llne .

With this issue of LIGHT we invite all our readers who

havo artistic ability to enter tho competition which is to

day inaugurated for the purpose of providing this journal

with a new cover design .

How to Enter for the Competition.

All designs must reach the office of Light, 6, Queen

Square, Southampton Row , W.C.1 , on or before February

21st . On this date the competition closes . Designs, if sent

to us by post, must ho carefully packed , and on the back

of each design must be written the full name and postal

address of the competitor. Every care will be taken of

the designs submitted to us , and , with exception of the

winning designs, all will be returned in duo course to the

competitors.

Requirements of the Design.

The desigu must be a line drawing, capable of being re

produced as a line block , ineasuring 11 } inches deep by

7 inches wide. It must be designed for reproduction in black

only (see cover of Light). The title and sub - title of the

paper must be brought out boldly , and be at the top of the

design , and a space somewhere provided for the announce

ment of the contents of the paper .

Prizes.

There will be two prizes, namely, the First Prize of

£10, and a Consolation Prize of £2 . The winning design ,

as well as the design acquiring the Consolation Prize , will

become the property of the proprietors of Light.

Announcement of Winner.

The names of the successful competitors will be an

nounced in the issue of Light dated March 19th , and the

design winning tho first prize will appear for the first time

in a special Easter Number of Light, dated March 26th .

All correspondence on this matter must be addressed ,

“ Cover Design Competition , the Offices of Light," and in

cases where a reply is desired a stamped addressed envelope

should accompany the communication .

In due course the names of the judges will be given ,

Shepherd's Bush . - 78, Bechlov -road .-- 11, public circle ;

7 , Mrs. Golden . Thursday, 8 , Mrs. Brown .

Lewisham .--Limes Hall , Limes Grove . - 6.30 , Mr. T. W.
Ella .

Peckham .-- Lausanne-road .-- 7, Mrs. A. Boddington.

Thursday, 8.15, Mrs. Mary Gordon .

Croydon . - llarewood #all , 96 , High - street - 11, Mr.

Percy Scholey ; 6.30 , Mrs. Annie Brittain .

Church of the Spirit , Windsor-road , Denmark Hill, S.E.

-11 and 6.30 , Mr. A. Vout Peters .

Holloway.--Grovedale Hall, Grovedale -road (near High

gate Tube Štation ).- 11 and 7 , Mr. A. Punter ; 3 , Lyceum .

Wednesday, 8 , Mr. and Mrs. Brownjohn. Thursday, 8,
Special General Meeting . Saturday, 7.30 , Social .

Brighton . - Athenaum llall. - 11.15 and 7 , Mrs. Crowder,

addresses and clairvoyance ; 3, Lyceum . Wednesday, 8 , Mr.
A. J. Cramp.

Mr. R. BODDINGTON delivered an address entitled “ Spirit

ualism , What Is It ? ' to the members of the East London
Ghetto Social Club last week . At the close of his address

Mr. Boddington answered a number of questions put by
members of the club .

Lady (Widow , ind. means), interested Spiritualism ,

wish- s join forces others similarly interested ; good housekeepera

Las furniture, &c .-E . Morgan, High-street, Pulley.

x

“ How far that little candle throws its beams,

So shines a good deed in a naughty world .

And how far reaching is the attraction of

THE HOME RESTAURANT

a quiet little place tucked away into a corner of

the City, with the light of a friendly atmosphere

and service shining steadily.

A delightful lunch , coffee for which the restaurant

is noted , and dainty afternoon teas are among the

charms of--

31 , Friday Street , LONDON, E.C. 4 .
3

66 Curative Suggestion," by Robert McAllan, proves
the value of hypnotic suggestion in treatingmoral, mental

and nervo 18 disorders, 4s Ins mnia, Neurasthenia, Obsessions, De .

pression, Self-consciousness, & c. ; free from author, 4, Manchester-st.,

Manchester-square, London. W.1. Hours. 10.30 to 5.30 Mayfair 1396.

A Lady, residing in Broadstairs, Kent, is anxious to

know if there are any meetings on Spiritualism , private or public,

in or near Broadstairs.-- Write A. B. , " Erin Crow Hill, Broadstairs .

Spiritualists when in London should stay at Hun.

stanton House, 18 , Eodsleigh-gardens, Loudon, N.W. ( 2 minutes

from Euston Station ; central all parts ; terms 5- , hed and breakfası.

- Apply A. Rosberg .

Wanted House or Apartments ! Advertiser will buy a

house or old- world cottage iu the country ; open to rent one fur.

nished or unfurnished ; or glad to consider really quiet and refined
aprriments with att ndauce or board -residence ; all must be in the

country . Fullest particulars , lowest cash price , rent or inclusive terms

and stamped env. lope_to Sreker ," LIGRT,” J. H. Go ing's

office, Graham House , Tudor Street, London , E.C.4 .

Gentlewoman , well-educated , musical, domesticated,

experienced chauffeuse desires post as Companion.—" . J. S.," 1 ,

Ebbsfleet-ruad , Cricklewood N.W.

Wanted, Useful House Sewing-Maid , or Useful Help :

another kept ; good needlewoman ( renovations), one lady . Kent,
u : ar London . Also

Working Housekeeper or Domestic Help ; one lady,

quiet post ; good plain cooking and housework . Keut, near

London.— “ P , ' 'col. H.Goring. 3, Tudor-struet , E.C. 4 .

Mother and daughter or two friends required ; House.
hold duties ; cooking and care of child 14years ; two in family :

every consideration.- Write, “ O.C.,” c / o 77 , Fellows.road, Hampstead,
N.W. 3 .

Nurse Companion or Mother's Help required ; one little
girl 14 years ; someone who believes ju fairies. - Mrs. Maurice

Elliott , The Rectory , Snitterby, Kirton Lindsey, Lincolnshire ,

C.

Home Circles .- " A new bookletby the President of the
Wimbledon Spiritualist Mission , compressing into small compass

much sound advice for beginners regarding the conduct of circles in

the home, and the development of psychic powers.” — LIGHT. – Post

free 3 d . from R A. Bush , Morden, Suirey.

The Larger Spiritualism . By Richard A.Bush , F.C.S.

Poso freu 5d - The author has contrived to crowd into a swall

compass material that should stimulate interested inquiry into the

widor issues of d subject as exhaustless as it is fascinating . ” .

“ Occult Review ." ' -- " Send us 500," Spiritualists' National Union .

Obtainable from the author at Holt, Morden, Surrey.

The Place of Jesus Christ in Spiritualism ." By
Richard A. Bush. 7th thousand . Post free 5d . “ The greatest

question of all times— . What think ye of Christ ? ' is ably and sincerely

considered in this address.” Obtainable from the anthor at Holt,

Morden, Surrey.
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London Spiritualist Alliance,Alliance, Ltd.,

6, Queen Square, Southampton Row,, London, W.C.1.

Telephone : Museum 5106 .

Established 1884. Incorporated 1896 .

By the Memorandum of Association the Members are prohibited from receiving any

personal beaefit, by way of profit, from the iacome or property of the Society.

Chairman of Council.

Viscount Molesworth .

Council.

Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, M.D. , LL.D.

Viscountess Molesworth . H. E. Hunt, Esq .

Mrs. Florence M. Finlay. H. Biden Steele, Esq.

Ellis T. Powell, LL.B. , D.Sc. Capt . E. R. Serocold Skeels .

Abraham Wallace, M.D. Frederic W. Thurstan , Esq . , M.A.

H. Withall, Esq. H. W. Engholm, Esq.

Executive Member of Council.

H. W. Engholm , Esq .

Secretary and Treasurer.

Howard Mundy, Esq.

?

The London Spiritualist Alliance (Ltd.) is a So

ciety which has existed since the year 1884 for the

purpose of affording information to personsinterested

in psychical phenomena and the evidences for human

survival of death .

The need of such a Society was never more pressing

or important than it is to -day, for the reasonthat all

those who are genuinely desirous of inquiring into

these objects and their relation to life and conduct,

should have every opportunity afforded them so that

they can be directed and guided in a proper and

reverent manner.

The present membership of the Alliance is a very

largo one, and includes representatives of the Church,

the Press, the Medical Profession, Science, the Law,

the Army and Navy , Literature, Art and the Stage; in

fact, peoplein every walk of life can be found on its

roll .

The Alliance has been carrying out its work con

scientiously , honestly, and without special favour to

any sector creed during the many years of its exist

It has won the approval of some of the most

distinguished minds in the land . Men and women of

all denominations have, time and again , expressed their

gratitude for the great help that the Society has

afforded them in matters of a spiritual and psychical

character .

the latest publications, devoted to all phases of

spiritual and psychical research , science and philo

sophy.

MEETINGS.

In its beautiful home, in the centre of London,
the comfort and convenience of its members are catered

for with every care and thought. Attached to the

offices and library is a well-appointed hall in which

meetings of all kinds are held on certain afternoons

and evenings during the week . Opportunity is given

at these meetings for instructing members in all

phases of Spiritualism and psychic science, and ad

dresses are given by men and women famous for their

knowledge and experience.

TERMS or MEMBERSHIP,

The subscription of Members is One Guinea , or if
elected after July 1st, Half-a -Guinea, and gives ad

mission to all meetings. The subscription of Library

Subscribers is Half- a -Guinea, and gives no further

privileges .

Country Members may have books sent to them by

post, but not oftener than a fortnight, at a

charge irrespective of weight of 1 / . per parcel in
advance , and must return them carriage paid .

The subscriptions of new Members, elected after

October 1st, will be taken as for the whole of the suc

ceeding year.

Information will be gladly afforded by the Secre

tary, who is in attendance at the offices daily, and

to whom all communications should be addressed .

ence .

once

THE LIBRARY .

The Members of this Society enjoy the use of the

magnificent library of thousands of works , including

Such a Society as the London Spirituulist Alliance is essential to all who have even the slightest

inclination to increase their knowledge concerning such all -important questions as Where are the Dead ? '

ls communication with them possible ? ” And further, What can we learn from those who have passed

on which will help us to better ourselves here ? "

Thousands of people have found comfort and solace from the knowledge they have gained of those

higher things through their membership of the Alliance.
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THE BOOKS THAT WILL HELP YOU.

SOME OF THE LATEST WORKS ON

Spiritualism and Psychic Science.

LIST AND PRICES OF

ON THE THRESHOLD OF THE UNSEEN.

By SIR WILLIAM BARRETT, F.RS.

It is an expert physicist's Exami'ation of the Phenomena of Spiritualism
and of the Evidence for Survival after Death .

Cloth, 336 pages, 8s. net, post free.

RUPERT LIVES :

BY THE REV. WALTER WYNN.

( Editor “ The Young Man and Woman . " )

This remarkable Book is a striking verification of Sir Oliver Lodgo's

“ RAYMOND.” It contaius oven more convincing Avidence. Rupert Wyn

was theAu hor's only son . who gave his life for Britain . His fatber — the

Anthor of this book - entered upon his investigationsin an utterly sceptical

state of minu as to the possibility of spirit communication. This book records

the Author's arrival atthe certain belief that his son lives and is happy.

Paper Covers, 176 pages, 2 s . 9d. net, post freo.

THE UNDISCOVERED COUNTRY.

A Sequence of Spirit-Me-sages describing Death and the After.World .
Edited by HAROLD BAYLEY. Introduction by SIR ARTHUR CONAN
DOYLE.

Crown 8vo. Cloth , 6s. 5d. net, post free.

J. ARTHUR HILL'S New Book,

SPIRITUALISM : ITS HISTORY, PHENOMENA AND DOCTRINE.

Large crown 8vo. Cloth , 8s. 5d. post free.

Those who desire an authoritative statement of the frets about Spiritualism

will find it in this readable book, which wxplains what Spirit alism and

Psychical Research stand for ; while to the student it will serve as an

exhaustive Manual on tbe whole subjcct.

THE WONDERS OF THE SAINTS IN THE LIGHT

OF SPIRITUALISM .

By F. FIELDING-OULD, M.A.

( Vicar of Christ Church , Albany Street, Regent's Park .)

With an Introduction by LADY GLENCONNER .

Contents :-Saints and Spiritualists Sainthood - Voices Levitation

Bilocation - Apparitions- Guardian Angels – Fire - Light - Stigmatisation

Music - Angels - Transportation - Apports - Heaven - Healing - Prayer
-lhe

Odour of Sanctity - The Spiritual and the Psychical.

Cloth , 128 pages, 4s. 9d, net, post free.

-

OBJECTIONS TO SPIRITUALISM (Answered).

By H. A. DALLAS.

New Second Edition Enlarged and Revised .

CONTENTS.- Preliminary Difficulties. Is Sriritualism Dangerons ? Wherein
Lie the Dancers. Do the Dead Know of Earth's Sorrows ? Do They Tell Us

Anything New ? Purposeless Phenomena. The Methods Employed. Causes

of Confusion . Wuat the Communicators Themselves Say. Impersonating

Spirits and Fraud . Telepathy. Materialisations, The Responsibilities of

Spiritualists.

Stiff boards, 127 pages, post free, 2s. 3d.

THE NEW REVELATION,

Ry SIR ARTHUR CONAN DOYLE.

" This book is his confession of faith , very frank, very courageous and very

resolute. The courage and large-mindedness deserve cordial recognition ."

Daily Chronicle .

Fifth Edition , 5s. 3 } d. uet, post free.

THE VITAL MESSAGE.

By SIR ARTHUR CONAN DOYLE. Cloth , 223 pages , 5s, 4d .

" FROM THE UNCONSCIOUS TO THE CONSCIOUS,”

By GUSTAVE GELEY,

Director of the International Metapsychical Institute , Paris .

Translated from the French by STANLEY DE BRATH, M.Inst.C.E. ,

Formerly Assist Sec. to Government of India, Public Works Dept.

Cloth , 328 pages and 23 plate photographs, 18s. 6d. net, post free.

THE PROOFS OF THE TRUTHS OF SPIRITUALISM.

By the Rev. PROF. G. HENSLOW, M.A.

With 51 Nlustrutions, Cloth , 255 pages , 8s. 3d. net.

SPIRIT TEACHINGS.

Through the Mediumship of WM . STAINTON MOSES (M.A. Oxon . ). By

Autoinatic or Passive Writing. With a Biography by CHARLTON T.

SPEER and two full-page portraits.

Eighth Edition . Cloth, 324 pages, 6s. 6d.

THERE IS NO DEATH .

By FLORENCE MARRYAT. New Cheap Edition ,

The Publishers anticipate that a cheap edition of this famous work will be
widely welcomed by those who are seeking assuranee on the great question of

spirit survivalafter the present life in the physical dy.

Cloth, 265 pages . 35. 10d, net, post free.

.

“ THE MINISTRY OF ANGELS. "

Hére and Beyond .

By MRS. JOY SNELL (A Hospital Nurse ).

With a Foreword by the late Rev. AR'I HUR CHAMBERS.

Third Edition , 174 pages, 2s. 2 d . , post free.

PRIVATE DOWDING.

A plain record of the after-death experiences of a soldierkilled in the Great

War. And some questsons on world issues answered by the messenger who

taught him wider truths.

Witb Notes by W. T. P.

“There is a breadth of vision in it worthy of a great thinker,and a style

which stamps it as literature . No messages that I have ever seen aro

worchy to be named with the masterly prophecies in Private Dowding ." "

(Max Pemberton in The Weekly Dispatch .)

2s, 9d. net, post free.

THE REALITY OF PSYCHIC PHENOMENA,

Raps, Levitations, &c.

By W. J. CRAWFORD , D.Sc.

Lecturer in Mechanical Engineering, the Municipal Technical Institute, .

Belfast ; Extra -Mural Lecturer in Mechanical Engineering, Queen's
University of Belfast, & c .

The absorbing record of a long series of scientific exporiments, giving

astonishing results, and leading to most remarkable conolusions. The books

will surely mark an epoch in scientific literature.

Cloth , illustrated , 246 pages, 6s. 6d. , post free.

GONE WEST.

Three narratives of After -Death Experiences . Communicated to J. S. M.

Ward, B.A. Cloth , 359 pages, 5s , 6d.

VOICES FROM THE VOID,

Six years ' experiences in Automatic Writing by HESTERFRANCES

SMITÉ , with introduction by PROFESSOR SIB W.F. BARRETT. F.R.S.

Taese wonderful experiences are given with themost conscientious care

by the Author, a daughter of the late Professor Edward Dowden , and are
most helpful

Cloth , 108 pages, 3s. 9d. net, post free.

THROUGH THE MISTS.

Or LEAVES from the AUTOBIOGRAPHY of a SOUL in PARADISE ..

Recorded for the Author. By J. R. LEES. Cloth , 4s. 6d.

EXPERIMENTS IN PSYCHICAL SCIENCE,

LEVITATION , “ CONTACT and the “DIRECT VOICE ."

By W. J. CRAWFORD , D.Sc. Cloth , 101 pages, 6s. 6d. , net.

MAN'S SURVIVAL AFTER DEATH .

Or the OTHER SIDE of LIFE in tho LIGHT of SCRIPTURE, HUMAN

EXPERIENCE and MODERN RESEARCH .

By Rev.CHAS. L. TWEEDALE . Clot ) , 582 pages, 11 s. 3d.

OUR LIFE AFTER DEATH .

By the Bev. ARTHUR CHAMBEBS. Cloth , 5s, 6d .

LETTERS FROM THE OTHER SIDE.

Prefaced and · Editod by HENRY THIBAULT. With a Foreword by

W. F. COBB, D.D. Cloth, 154 pages , 5s. 4d.

SEEING THE INVISIBLE.

Practical Studies in Psychometry, Thought Transference, Telepathy,
and ' Allied Phenomena . By JAMES COATES. Ph.D., F.A.S. Cloth ,

6s, 6d.

PHOTOGRAPHING THE INVISIBLE.

Practical Studies in SpiritPhotography,Spirit Portraiture, andotherBere,
but Allied Phenomena. ByJAMESCOATES, Ph.D., F.A.S. With 90 photo

graphs. Cloth , 6s. 8d,

AFTER DEATH .

New Enlarged Edition of Letters from Julia. Given through W. T. STEAD ..
Cloth, 4s,

All the above works can be obtained at the Offices of LIGHT, ” 6 , Queen Square ,

Southampton Row , London, W.C.1, and will be sent at the Prices Quoted.

Send Remittance with Order.
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